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Abstract
A study has been undertaken to investigate and improve the representation and 
modelling of a range of various hydrodynamic, biochemical and sediment transport 
processes relating to the transport of enteric bacteria organisms in estuarine waters.
In this study a relatively simple turbulence model was first further investigated to 
predict the complex three-dimensional flow structure in a flume with vegetation. The 
main purpose of this part of the study was to try and acquire accurate velocity profiles 
of complex flows without the need for a more advanced two-equation turbulence 
model, requiring values for a number of unknown coefficients and extra computing 
cost. The results showed that the simple two layer mixing length model was capable 
of giving more accurate complex velocity profile predictions, with the advantage of 
requiring limited coefficient data.
Formulations developed through earlier studies for dynamic decay rates were then 
refined and included in the numerical model. The model predictions were tested 
against field data, with good agreement being obtained. Further refinements to the 
representation of the transport of bacteria through the flow field were included in the 
model by the novel addition of the interaction of bacteria with the sediments by 
partitioning the total bacteria into their free-living and attached phases using a 
dynamic partitioning ratio. This ratio was related to the suspended sediment 
concentrations. The novel method used in this study was to include the re-suspension 
and deposition of the absorbed bacteria with the sediments and this approach has been 
tested against analytical solutions for steady uniform flow conditions, and published 
field and experimental data. The model was then applied to the Severn Estuary. After 
calibration against available data sets the model was then run for different scenarios to 
investigate the effects of different hydro-environmental conditions on the bacteria 
distributions in the Severn Estuary.
The model was finally used to investigate the impact of the proposed 
Cardiff-Weston tidal barrage on the hydrodynamic, the sediment transport and 
bacterial processes within the Severn Estuary. The results showed that the barrage 
would reduce the currents, as well as significantly reducing the suspended sediment 
concentrations and bacteria concentration levels in the estuary.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction and Overview
1.1 Introduction
In recent years, public and professional concerns of estuarine and coastal water 
quality have been growing. Pathogens in contaminated waters are often responsible 
for the spread of waterborne diseases. However, their concentrations are often very 
difficult to measure. Due to the difficulties of direct measurement of pathogens, 
classical water quality management and modelling has focused on the levels of 
indicator organisms (Chapra 1997). Faecal indicator bacteria (FIB) groups such as 
total coliform, faecal coliform, E coli and enterococci are used world wide to measure 
the health hazards in bathing and shellfish harvesting waters (Thomann and Mueller 
1987 and Sanders et al 2005). This is due principally to the fact that they are easily 
detected using simple laboratory tests, are generally not present in unpolluted waters, 
and the number of indicator bacteria tends to be correlated with the extent of 
contamination (Thomann and Mueller 1987). Therefore, the ability to predict faecal 
indicator bacteria in estuarine and coastal waters is important for the 
hydro-environmental management of such water bodies.
Faecal bacteria may enter the water column from different sources, such as waste water 
treatment works discharges, surface runoff, water creature faeces, inter-tidal beaches 
and bottom sediment re-suspension. Point sources can be relatively easy quantified and 
its effect on the water quality of the receiving water body is therefore not too difficult to
l
investigate. Comparison with point sources, the effect of diffuse or non-outfall sources 
are difficult to quantify, as it is distributed over large areas and it is difficult to 
measure directly. Faecal indicator bacteria exist in two forms in estuarine and coastal 
water, either as free living organisms in the water column or as organisms attached to 
the sediments. Free-living bacteria may adsorb onto the sediments, transforming to 
attached bacteria, and the attached bacteria can be desorbed from sediment becoming 
free-living bacteria. Deposition of the sediments can take faecal bacteria out of the 
water column and to the bed. The sediments can subsequently be re-suspended to the 
water column, which can then lead to re-suspension of the faecal bacteria of the 
attached forms back into the water column. Therefore, the fate and transport of faecal 
bacteria are highly related to the governing sediment transport processes, particularly 
where sediment transport processes are significant. The fate and transport processes 
for bacteria are very complex, and include the processes of advection, 
dispersion/diffusion, deposition/re-suspension, adsorption/desorption and decay. Each 
process is affected by different environmental and natural conditions. Advection and 
dispersion are determined mainly by flow conditions. Deposition and re-suspension 
are controlled by sediment transport. The bacteria decay rates are influenced by many 
environmental factors, such as light intensity, temperature, salinity, turbidity levels 
and pH value etc. Many studies have shown that light intensity is one of the dominant 
factors determining the rate of the mortality of coliform bacteria (Gameson and Saxon 
1967, Gameson and Gould 1975, Bellair et al 1977). In these studies, much higher 
decay rates were observed under high light intensity conditions in comparison with 
dark conditions. Suspended sediments contribute to the removal of faecal bacteria 
from the water column in different ways. Attached faecal bacteria are removed by the 
sediments settling from the water column under low energy flow conditions, and also
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changes in the suspended sediment concentration can affect the light penetration rate 
in water column, which will further affect the decay rate of faecal bacteria.
Numerical hydro-environmental models have been proven to be effective tools to 
predict the flow field in 1-D, 2-D and 3-D and the corresponding water quality 
indicator and sediment transport levels in estuarine and coastal waters. In general, 
numerical modelling of faecal indicator bacteria is a very complex process, which can 
be sub-divided into three parts: hydrodynamic modelling, solute transport modelling 
and biological process modelling. Hydrodynamic modelling is used to study the flow 
field and provide an accurate level of prediction for velocity and the turbulent 
diffusion and dispersion mixing processes. Solute transport modelling is used to 
predict the advection, dispersion /diffusion and the bio-chemical processes for a tracer 
or solute by using the flow field data from the hydrodynamic modeling. Biological 
process is used to provide the source/sink terms for indicator bacteria in the solute 
transport model, with the terms including the kinetic processes of bacteria, which 
includes both the decay process and physical losses.
In previously studies numerical models for predicting bacterial contamination
generally treated bacteria as free-living in present studies, the
deposition/re-suspension and adsorption/desorption processes were not included and
little attempt has been made to model such processes in terms of predicting the impact 
of the sediment fluxes on bacteria levels. There is a current lack of sophisticated 
numerical models which are capable to simulate the sediment effects on bacteria.
1.2 Objectives of Thesis
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This research project aims to develop an effective numerical model to simulate fate 
and transport of faecal bacteria focusing on sediment effects on bacteria using a 
dynamic partition ratio and a dynamic decay rate modelling. Numerical models have 
been refined for predicting hydrodynamic, sediment transport and bacterial processes 
in free surface unsteady flow. The main objectives and achievements of this study are 
summarised as follows:
(1) Development of a simple turbulence model to investigate vegetation effects on 
average velocity distribution
The effects of vegetation on the flow structure have been explored in this study. An 
existing three-dimensional layer integrated numerical model was refined to include 
the effects of drag force induced by vegetation on the flow structure in a flume. Most 
similar previous studies have used the k - e  turbulence model or other two equation 
type turbulence models. However, extra computing time is needed due to two extra 
partial differential equations need to be solved, as well as the additional empirical 
coefficients in these equations included which have not been evaluated for such flow 
conditions. In this study a simple zero equation mixing length turbulence model was 
used and tested before inclusion in the numerical model application. The model was 
applied to model an experiment flume, where experiment data are available. The 
comparison of experiment and modelling result is encouraging.
(2) Dynamic modelling of faecal bacteria decay rate
Decay rates for faecal indicator bacteria organisms are highly dynamic, with these 
variations affected by many environmental factors, such as light intensity, 
temperature, salinity, turbidity levels and pH value etc. In general decay rates have
previously been modelled as a constant in widely used models over the modelling 
period. In this study the decay rate in a model of the Severn Estuary has been 
determined from empirical equations, in which the decay rate is related to turbidity 
level and light intensity.
(3) Numerical modelling of the effects of sediments, including the processes of 
adsorption and desorption, on the fate and transport of bacteria levels in the 
surface water
Little attempt has been made previously to model such processes in terms of 
predicting the impact of the sediment fluxes on the faecal bacteria levels. Details are 
given of the development of two-dimensional and three-dimensional numerical 
models of bacterial transport, where the sediment transport processes are included and 
may be significant.
(4) Development of analytical solution for sediment-bacteria interaction
In this study, analytical solutions for sediment-bacteria interaction have been 
developed. The advective-diffusion equation was simplified for steady and uniform 
flow conditions and then solved to obtain analytical solutions for deposition, 
re-suspension and vertical distributions. All of these solutions have been used to test 
either the newly developed two-dimensional or three-dimensional sediment-bacteria 
interaction model. These solutions can be used as primary test by other researchers 
doing sediment related water quality modelling.
(5) Testing of sediment-bacteria model
Prior to applying any improved process predictions in a numerical model, it must be
tested against known results to ensure that the model is reasonably accurate. These 
known results can be analytical solutions, experiment results or, ideally, field data. In 
this study, the tests have been conducted by using both analytical formulations and 
published experimental results. The analytical solutions, which are self derived, have 
been mentioned above and will be detailed in Chapter 6.
(6) Numerical model application to idealised cases
After the newly improved model was tested against analytical solutions and published 
experimental results, the model was then applied to idealised test cases to evaluate the 
effect of different environmental factors on bacteria fate and transport. Idealised test 
cases were set up to study the effect of sediment settling of removing bacteria from 
the water column and the subsequent re-suspension of bacteria from the bed, as well 
as the vertical bacteria concentration distribution under equilibrium conditions.
(7) Numerical model application to real estuary
The sediment-bacteria interaction model was then applied to predict the fate and 
transport of bacteria in the Severn Estuary, UK. The Severn Estuary has the second 
highest tidal range in the world with spring tidal ranges of 14m and also it is well 
known for its significant suspended sediment levels. For this application the model 
was firstly calibrated against available data set and then the model was run for 
different scenarios to investigate the effects of different hydro-environmental 
conditions on the bacteria distributions in the Severn Estuary.
(8) Refinement of numerical model to investigate influence of a tidal barrage on 
bacterial levels
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Tidal energy provides great potential for renewable energy to satisfy current energy 
demand and reduce greenhouse gases. Various methods of capturing tidal energy are 
being exploited for the Severn Estuary including: a tidal barrage, a tidal impoundment 
and tidal stream turbines. These proposed schemes will all impact on hydrodynamic 
parameters to varying degrees, which, in turn will affect the sediment transport and 
water quality indicator levels and distributions. In this study the refined numerical 
models have been further refined to investigate the impact of the tidal barrage on the 
hydro-environmental characteristics of the Bristol Channel and the Severn Estuary, 
with the numerical model refinements being generic and applicable to other sites.
1.3 Outline of Thesis
The detail of this thesis is summarised as follow. Chapter 1 introduces the background 
to water quality modelling and the objectives of this study. Chapter 2 reviews current 
developments in hydrodynamic, sediment transport and bacterial modelling. Chapter 3 
outlines the hydrodynamic and solute transport governing equations, and discusses the 
different terms of these equations. Chapter 4 presents the development of both the 
two-dimensional and three-dimensional conceptual sediment-bacteria interaction 
models. In Chapter 5 the numerical methods adopted in this study are described and in 
Chapter 6 the model test cases and the idealised model applications are discussed. In 
Chapter 7 the models developed have been applied to the Bristol Channel and Severn 
Estuary, where extensive field data exist. Chapter 8 draws conclusions from the 
developments and recommends studies for further research.
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Chapter 2 
Literature Review
2.1 Hydrodynamic Modelling
Prior to modelling the sediment transport processes and the fate of faecal indicator 
bacteria levels in estuarine and coastal waters, the hydrodynamic features of the flow 
fields, such as water elevations and velocity components must be predicted. This is 
undertaken through the hydrodynamic model being used to solve the governing 
hydrodynamic equations.
The Navier-Stokes equations govern unsteady turbulent flow in coastal and estuarine 
waters, with the numerical procedures used to solve these equations being called 
direct numerical simulation (DNS). However, the storage capacity and speed of 
present day computers is still not sufficient to allow a solution for any practically 
relevant turbulent flow (Rodi 2000, Tannehill et al 1997). Presently, the Navier-Stokes 
equations are averaged over time and these time-averaged equations are referred to as 
Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations (RANS), which were first proposed by 
Osborne Reynolds. This time-averaging process introduces new terms, known as the 
Reynolds stress or apparent stress terms into the equations, which require turbulent 
models to close the system of equations. Details about the various turbulence models 
and their application in hydraulics can be found in Rodi (2000). According to the 
number of transport equations used for the turbulence quantities to evaluate the eddy 
viscosity, a turbulence model can be classified in to three categories: zero-equation
models, which specify both the length and velocity scales using algebraic relation; 
one-equation models, which use an additional partial differential equation for the 
velocity scale and specify the length scale algebraically; and two-equation models, 
which use one partial differential equation for the velocity scale and one for the 
length scale. Among these models, the zero-equation models (such as the mixing 
length model) and the two-equation models (such as the k - s )  are most widely used 
(Sotiropoulos 2005 , Rodi 2000).
In modelling estuarine and coastal waters normally hydrostatic pressure can be 
assumed, which means the pressure is balanced by the gravity (Blumberg and Mellor 
1987). Therefore, the vertical advection must be much smaller than the pressure 
gradient and gravitational acceleration (Lin and Falconer 1997b). This can 
considerably simplify the equations and numerical solutions (Vreugdenhil 1994). 
Applying the kinematic boundary condition on the free surface, the hydrodynamic 
equations can be further simplified by integrating over the water column. The 
resulting depth-integrated equations are called the shallow water equations (SWEs), 
which are broadly used to describe the estuarine and coastal waters (Liang et al 2006). 
Hydrodynamic models can be divided into: one-dimensional, two-dimensional and 
three-dimensional models. Normally for river modelling one-dimensional models are 
used. Depth integrated two-dimensional models are generally used for estuarine and 
nearshore coastal waters and two-dimensional laterally averaged models are generally 
used for narrow deep water bodies. For deep and large water bodies where the vertical 
scales can not be neglected then a three-dimensional model should be used.
In hydrodynamic modelling, the theory is now generally undisputed and the quality of
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the numerical solution is the more critical aspect (Falconer et al 2001). Therefore 
research efforts on numerical schemes and their performances have developed 
significantly in recent years, such as the TVD-MacCormack scheme developed by 
Liang et al (2006, 2007) to simulate rapid varying flooding flows.
2.2 Sediment Transport Modelling
Sediment transport in estuarine and coastal water bodies is governed by the sediment 
particle properties, settling velocity and the hydrodynamic properties of the flow (i.e. 
velocity or flow field). Suspended sediments in the water column are transported 
with the flow and will tend to settle out onto the bed due to gravity. The bottom 
sediments may also be entrained and suspended due to increased levels of turbulence 
and increased bed shear stresses. In recent years there has been a growing interest in 
the need to predict sediment transport fluxes in estuarine waters more accurately, there 
has also been an increased interest directed towards how water pollutants and bacteria 
interact with solid matter, such as inorganic sediments (Chapra 1997). The high 
adsorption ability of fine suspended matter in the water column, towards chemical 
constituents and bacteria, enable fine sediments to act as a means of carrying, or 
transporting contaminants along the flow field, and with consequential implications 
for related water quality problems (Mehta et al 1989). Sediment is generally classified 
as being either cohesive or non-cohesive in nature. In generally, sediment is described 
as being cohesive if the particle diameter is less than about 0.063mm, with the 
particles having cohesive properties due to electronic forces compared with gravity 
forces acting between the particles (van Rijn 1993).
2.2.1 Settling Velocity
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The settling velocity of a single sphere sediment particle can be derived by balancing 
the gravity and drag force (van Rijn 1993, Chien and Wan 1999):
\:CDpw? ~ n d 2 = U p s ~p)gdsi (2 .1)
2 4 6
This gives:
K = . — ^ ------  (2-2)3 C
where CD = drag coefficient, ds -  sphere diameter, p = water density, sp = specific 
gravity.
There are different formulae for evaluating the settling velocity for natural sediments, 
in which the formula of Van Rijn (1993) is now still widely used, given as follows:
18v 
[(1 +
(1 < D < 1 0 0 pm)
( 1 0 0  < D  <1000pm) (2.3)
(Ds > 1000pm)
where Ds = characteristic particle size, v = kinematic viscosity coefficient.
The fall velocity is strongly reduced when the sediment concentrations are larger than 
10,000mg/l (Van Rijn 1993), which is called hindered settling. These effects are 
incorporated in the following relationship for the settling velocity (Van Rijn 1993, 
Tetra Tech 2002):
w * =  w s,m  ( ! - — )" (2.4)
P s
where s = suspended sediment concentration, ps = sediment density, n = a coefficient
li
for normal flow condition is about 4 (Van Rijn 1993).
For cohesive sediment, due to the flocculation processes the individual cohesive 
particles aggregate to form larger size floes which increases settling velocity of
individual particles (Mehta et al 1989). The settling velocity of individual floes can
be obtained from equation (2.2) by using floe diameter Df  to replace the sphere
diameter, based on the balancing of the gravity and drag forces for a single floe 
(Winterwerp and Van Kesteren 2004).
The settling velocities of cohesive sediment are affected by sediment concentrations 
(Mehta 1993) and generally fall within the following three ranges:
(i) Free settling ( 5 < sx = 0.1 - 0 3 g U )
w. = — ---------— (2.5)
18v
(ii) Flocculation settling ( s] < s < s2 = 0.3 -1  Og / / )
ws = kts 3 (2.6)
where kx is an empirical coefficient.
(iii) Hindered settling (s  > \0 g / 1)
(2-7)
where ws0 is the settling velocity at the concentration s2, and k2 is the inverse of
the concentration at which settling velocity is zero. These formulae have been adopted 
by Wu and Falconer (1998, 2000).
2.2.2 Deposition and Re-suspension of Cohesive Sediment
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Cohesive sediments, also known as mud, in surface waters are typically composed of 
clay and non-clay minerals in the clay and silt size ranges, organic matters and small 
quantities of very fine sand (Mehta et al 1989). Cohesive sediment resistance to 
erosion depends on cohesive bounding forces between particles. Once the bed shear 
stress is lower than a critical value for deposition, then sediment settlement is 
dominant. If the bed shear stress is greater than critical erosion shear stress then 
erosion occurs. Both the critical shear stress for deposition and erosion depend on the 
bed characteristics. There is no current analytical theory available to determine these 
values and they are primarily determined from field experiment.
The exchange of cohesive sediment between water column and bed is controlled by 
the near bed flow conditions and the bed properties. Net deposition to the bed occurs 
when the flow-induced bed shear stress is less than the critical bed shear stress of 
deposition. The most widely used expression for the depositional flux is as following 
(Winterwerp and Van Kesteren 2004) which is originally proposed by Krone (1962):
D =
1 - i
'c ,d
T t> ^  T c,d
T b > T c,d
(2.8)
where rh is the flow induced bed shear stress, zc d is the critical shear stress for
deposition and sb is the near bed sediment concentration. The critical deposition bed 
shear stress is generally determined from laboratory or field experiments and the 
values are ranging from 0.06 to 0.11 N / m 2 (HydroQual 2002) and 0.05 to 0.1 
N  /m 2 (Winterwerp and Van Kesteren 2004). In the absence of site specific data, it 
can generally be treated as a calibration parameter (HydroQual 2002, Tetra Tech
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2002).
When the bed shear stress is higher than the critical erosion shear stress, sediment will 
be re-suspended into the water column. The most widely used expression for the 
re-suspension flux is as following which was originally proposed by Partheniades 
(1963) and generalised in Winterwerp and Van Kesteren (2004):
M
i
1
E = < TcA Z’0
0
where zh is the flow induced bed shear stress, r c e is the critical shear stress for
erosion, typical values are 0.1 to 5 N / m 2 and M is the erosion parameter which 
should vary with time and depth but in generally take as a constant. Typical values are 
0.00001 to 0.0005 kg I m21 s . The exponent n0 is generally unity.
Equation (2.9) is generally more appropriate for well consolidated, homogeneous beds, 
in which case rc e and M are more or less constant through the bed. For the bed
with strong gradient in strength, an alternative formula was proposed by Mehta and 
Partheniades (1979) (see Winterwerp and Van Kesteren 2004):
E =
Ef  exp 
0
>  T c,e
Tk < Tb c,e
(2.10)
where Ef  is the floe erosion rate (0.000003 to 0.005k g /m 2 / s), nx (generally 5.0 
to 15.0 ) and n2 (generally 0.5 to 1.0) are material dependent parameters.
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2.2.3 Deposition and re-suspension of non-cohesive sediment
Non-cohesive sediment resistance to erosion depends on the particle size, shape and 
density. Total load of sediment transport is subdivided into two different modes of 
transport: bed load and suspended load (Falconer and Chen 1996). The bed load is 
defined as that part of the total load where the sediment is almost continuously in 
contact with the bed, being carried by rolling, sliding or hopping, whereas the 
suspended load is that part of the total load which is maintained in suspension for 
considerable periods of time by the turbulence of the flow (van Rijn 1993).
The motion of non-cohesive sediment from the bed begins when the bed shear 
stress rb exceeds a critical shear stress referred to as critical Shields’ stress rcr. The 
widely used Shields’ curve can be expressed using a dimensionless mobility
parameter 0 and a dimensionless particle parameter
(s - l ) e  3
A  = — ^—2----  ds as the following form (Bonnefille 1963 , Yalin 1972) (see Van
v
Rijn 1993):
0 .24(A )"1
0 .14(A )”064 4 <  A  < 1 0
A  < 4
ecr= 0.04(A )"01 
0 .013(A )029 20< A  <150 
A  >150
10< A  <20 (2.11)
0.055
When the bed shear velocity w* ( u* = ) is less than the critical shear velocity
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yj(sp - 1  )gds6cr ), no erosion or re-suspension takes place and there
is no bed load. Sediment in suspension in this condition will deposit to the bed. Once 
the bed shear velocity w* exceeds the critical shear velocity u* cr but remains less
than the settling velocity ws , sediment will be eroded from the bed and transported as
bed load. Sediment in suspension under this condition will also deposit to the bed. 
When the bed shear velocity exceeds both the critical shear velocity and settling 
velocity, sediment will be transported as suspended load (van Rijn 1984a, b, 1993).
Many researchers have proposed mechanisms and formulae to calculate bed load and 
suspended load, such as Yalin (1972), Engelund and Hansen (1967), Einstein (1942) 
and van Rijn (1984a, b, 1993). In this study, the van Rijn formulae have been adopted 
in both two-dimensional and three-dimensional model.
2.3 Modelling Fate of Faecal Bacteria and Transport Processes in Surface Waters
2.3.1 Sources of Faecal Indicator Bacteria
Yang (2005) undertook a detailed literature review of enteric bacteria resources and 
summarised the potential faecal indicator bacteria sources as follows: waste water 
treatment works discharges, sewage overflows, surface runoff, upstream river flows, 
groundwater discharge, water creature faeces, inter-tidal beaches and bottom sediment 
re-suspension. Outfalls are known as point sources. This type of input can be easily 
quantified and its effect on the water quality of the receiving water body is relatively 
easy to investigate. Improvements to existing treatment works, such as employing 
secondary and tertiary treatments processes and the construction of long sea outfalls 
can significantly reduce the probability of water quality failing to comply with
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standards in force (Wyer et al 1997). The importance of non-outfall sources has been 
noticed in recent years (Garcia-Armisen and Servais 2007, Yuan et al 2007). In the 
UK, the implementation of the Urban Wastewater Treatment Directive (91/271/EEC) 
and the Bathing Water Directive (76/160/EEC) have resulted in the removal of many 
of the dominant sources of faecal indicator bacteria, which previously masked 
non-outfall sources (Wyer et al 1997). Wyer et al (1997) showed that after the 
construction of new outfalls the imperative compliance with the Bathing Water 
Directive was still not achieved in their studies. Garcia-Armisen and Servais (2007) 
investigated the input of the point and non-point sources of faecal bacteria to the 
Seine river and found out that the non-point sources of faecal indicator bacteria would 
be dominant in a scenario in which activated sludge treatment works were 
complemented with UV treatment. In comparison with point sources, the effect of 
diffuse or non-outfall sources are difficult to quantify, as it is distributed over large 
areas and it is difficult to measure directly. Yuan et al (2007) integrated surface 
water model with GIS based land use model to investigate the effects of non-point 
sources on Bohai bay.
2.3.2 Effect of Sediment Transport on Faecal Indicator Bacteria
Faecal bacteria in estuarine and coastal waters can be considered to exist in two forms, 
either as free-living bacteria or attached to (or adsorbed onto) suspended sediment 
particles. Some key mechanisms act solely on one or the other of the two forms. For 
example, settling acts only on the particulate fraction. They can be transported and 
diffused within the flow in the free-living form, or attached to the sediments and then 
transported and diffused with sediments. The attached bacteria could settle out when 
the suspended particles deposit and re-suspend with the particles into the overlying
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water column when the sediment is re-suspended. In predicting bacteria 
concentrations, the input bacteria can enter the water column through various means. 
They can be input directly in either the attached or free living form or in the form of 
re-suspension from the bed sediments. After input to the water column the two forms 
of bacteria transport can exist. They can be transported and diffused with in the flow 
in the free-living form, or be adsorbed on to the sediments and then be transported 
with the sediments or be desorbed.
In recent years there have been many studies undertaken about how bacteria exist in 
sediments and also these studies have frequently revealed higher number of indicator 
and pathogenic bacteria in sediment than in overlaying waters in both marine and 
fresh water systems (Hendricks 1971, Stephenson and Rychert 1982, Gary and Adams 
1985, Burton et al 1987, Sherer et al 1992) [see in Jamieson et al 2004]. Gannon et 
al (1983) showed that sedimentation was an important element in the over all faecal 
bacteria disappearance. Suspended sediments can contribute to the disappearance of 
faecal bacteria from the water column in different ways. Attached faecal bacteria are 
adsorbed by the sediments from the water column under low energy flow conditions. 
Sediment concentrations also affect the light penetration rate in the water column, 
which further affects the decay rate of faecal bacteria. Allen et al (1987) revealed that 
water quality testing criteria in use at present do not take into account sediment as a 
potential reservoir of pathogens. The higher numbers of pathogenic levels occurring 
in sediments creates a potential health hazard from re-suspension and subsequent 
ingestion as there is increasing usage of recreational waters; therefore, There is a need 
to obtain additional information on the survival of indictor and pathogenic bacteria in 
sediments and the factors which contribute to their survival (Allen et al 1987).
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Jamieson et al (2005a) conducted field experiment in Swan Creek, Canada by using 
tracer bacteria E. coli NAR and found appearance of the tracer bacteria in the water 
column coincided with increases in total suspended solids, which indicated that the E. 
coli NAR that were being re-suspended were sediment related. E. coli NAR is a kind 
of E coli that is resistant to nalidixic acid ,is non-pathogenic and rarely found in the 
natural environment and possesses survival characteristics similar to other E coli 
(Jamieson et al 2004). Fries et al (2006) investigated the attachment of faecal 
indicator bacteria to particles in the Neuse rive estuary, in eastern North Carolina, 
United States and found out that an overall average of 38% bacteria associated with 
particles. Stenstrom (1989) found 56-77% of enterococci attached to inorganic 
particles. Characklis et al (2005) found an attachment ratio of 45% for enterococci. 
[see Fries et al 2006].
Gannon et al (1983) and Auer and Niehaus (1993) showed that enteric bacteria are 
typically associated with fine sediment particles (0.45-10 pim) in aquatic environments. 
Grimes (1980) suggested that higher bacteria numbers occur in silty clay sediments 
rather than sandy sediments as a result of the surface area or particle charge 
differences; however, their results failed to show particle size effects.
Jamieson et al (2004) revealed that the decline in E coli NAR concentrations in the 
bed sediment resembled first order kinetics, and the first order inactivation constant (k) 
was computed for the bed sediment tracer-bacteria at three study locations being from 
0.006-0.03 /h. Howell et al (1996) conducted laboratory experiments to determine the 
first order inactivation constant for E. coli in bed sediments and found typical values 
in the range from 0.002-0.006/h. Jamieson et al (2005a) found that typical shear
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stress for values for re-suspension of E. coli NAR Swan Creek ranged from 1.5 to 1.7 
N/m2, which is comparable with literature values for the critical shear stress for 
erosion of cohesive sediments.
2.3.3 Faecal Bacteria Decay Rate
In modelling bacteria concentration distributions, the decay term in the governing 
advection-diffusion equation is generally defined as a first order decay function, as 
given by Thomann and Mueller (1987):
^ -  = -kC T (2 .1 2 )
dt
where CT = bacteria concentration
k = bacteria decay rate ( day ).
The parameter T9Q is defined as the time for 90% of the initial bacteria to die-off. 
This parameter can be obtained (in hours) using the analytical solution of the above 
equation and is related to the decay rate in the following form:
2 303T90=-— ~ x 24 (2.13)
k
This decay rate is influenced by many environmental factors, such as, sunlight 
intensity, temperature, salinity, sediment concentrations etc.
2.3.3.1 Irradiance
Gameson and Saxon (1967) showed that sunlight is one of the dominant parameters in 
determining coliform bacteria decay rates. Samples kept in the dark and others 
exposed to sunlight were immersed at depths down to 4m below the sea surface. The 
coliform die-off rate was found to be considerably greater for the samples exposed to 
sunlight. Further experiments were then conducted by Gameson and Gould (1975),
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where they reported that the T90 value could be as short as 20 minutes in sunshine
summer conditions, compared with dark conditions where values were typically 1 0 0  
times longer. They also investigated the different wavelengths of the radiation 
responsible for the effects on the faecal bacteria die-off rates. The detailed 
experimental results can be found in Gameson and Gould (1975). Bellair et al (1977) 
carried out a series of experiments to investigate the relationship between sunlight 
intensity and the decay rate for bacteria. The experiments were conducted over a 
whole day and included recording sunlight intensity and T90 values for the bacteria. 
Under dark conditions the die-off rate was found to be small, but after the sun had 
risen (about 6 am), die-off rates were found to start increasing until noon. The T9Q
values were found to vary from 1.9 hours just before noon to 40 hours during the 
night, see Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Summary of hourly revalues and solar radiation (after Bellair 
1977)
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Auer and Niehaus (1993) expressed the irradance mediated decay rate kt as being
proportional to the irradiance I  in the form:
kt = a tI  (2.14)
where a t = 0.00824cm2 / cal
I  -  Irradiance ( cal / cm2 / day )
The die-off rate was found to be approximately proportional to the intensity of the 
irradiance received by the sample at any period during the year (Gameson and Saxon 
1967). The relationship between the solar irradiance and the faecal coliform die-off 
rate was found to be reasonably well expressed by a power law of the form:
kt = a tI Pi (2.15)
where kt = die off or decay rate due to sunlight (day )
/  = Irradiance (W/m2)
a t = Constant of proportionality
= Slope of the log 10 plot of die-off against irradiance /  .
Bellair et al (1977) conducted experiments to investigate the effect of light attenuation 
with depth. The light intensity at different depths was measured and it was found that 
the instantaneous light intensity at 0.5m, 2m and 5m depth was approximately 80, 40 
and 10 percent of that at the surface respectively. Thomann and Muller (1987) 
introduced the extinction coefficient to describe the degree of light penetration, or 
conversely the extinction of incoming solar radiation. They found a relationship 
proportional to the water depth which was represented by the Lambert (or 
Beer-Lambert) law giving:
I  = I0e~KfZ (2.16)
where 70 = irradiance at water surface (W/m2)
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/  = Irradiance at depth z (W/m2) 
z = Depth (m)
K e = Vertical light extinction or attenuation coefficient ( m 1)
Kirk (1984) estimated the light extinction coefficient, K e, by using the measured
absorption and scattering coefficients, giving an empirical relationship of the form:
K„ = — —  (1 + 0 .1 7 -)2 (2.17)2 -)*
0.847 a
where a = absorption coefficient 
b = scattering coefficient.
Pommepuy et al (1992) developed a relationship between the suspended matter 
concentration and light attenuation, with the results being illustrated in Figure 2.2. 
(Wilkinson et al 1995).
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Figure 2.2 Light attenuation factor per meter depth against suspended matter 
concentration (Pommepuy et al 1992)
Kashefipour et al (2002b) analysed a number of studies in the literature and found that 
the mortality rate of faecal coliform bacteria was highly sensitive to the strength of
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receiving radiance. A time varying formulation was developed to relate the faecal 
coliform bacteria decay rate to the level of solar radiation giving:
k = kd + a lb (2.18)
kd -  night time decay rate 
I  = receiving solar radiation
a , b -  empirical coefficients (with typical values of 0.236 and 0.629 respectively). 
Wilkinson et al (1995) reviewed five studies to investigate the relationship between 
light intensity and faecal bacteria decay rates in fresh and sea waters under both 
laboratory and field conditions with light intensity expressed in W / m 2 and the 
decay rate in day' 1 the corresponding results are summarized in Figure 2.3. It can also 
be seen from this graph that the decay rate in the sea water studies (Pommepuy et al 
1992, Bellair et al 1977) were generally higher than the decay rate in fresh water 
studies (Auer and Niehaus 1993, Sarikaya et al 1987, Evison et al 1987). The effect of 
salinity on decay rate will be detailed in later section.
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Figure 2.3 Faecal coliform die-off rates against light intensity (after Wilkinson et al
1995)
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2.3.3.2 Temperature
Generally the relationship between temperature and decay rate is given as (Thomann 
and Mueller, 1987):
k, = k20OfT-10) (2.19)
where kt = darkness condition decay rate at temperature T 
k2Q = the decay rate at T=20° C
6 = a dimensionless constant, which describes the relationship between the decay 
rate and temperature; typical values for 6  for bacteria are about 1.07 (Thomann and 
Mueller, 1987)
T= water temperature (° C)
2.3.3.3 Salinity
Many researchers found that the decay rate for seawater is significantly greater than in 
freshwater (Anderson 1979, Solic and Krstulovic 1992 and Mancini 1978). Mancini 
(1978) conducted laboratory and field data studies and found that bacteria decay rates 
were typically 0.8/day and 1.4/day at 20 ° C for fresh and sea water respectively. 
Mancini (1978) analyzed the reported data of mortality rates for various percentages 
of sea water at 20° C, with the resulting correlation for sea water and coliform 
mortality rates being given as:
ksan = 0 . 8  + 0.006{%seawater) (2 .2 0 )
2.3.3.4 Sediment
Chamberlin and Mitchell (1978) found that sedimentation could be a key factor
responsible for the reduction in faecal bacteria levels from the water column. 
Plummer et al (1987) confirmed that there are three types of bacteria occurring in
natural water bodies including: (i) free living bacteria whose abundance is
independent of turbidity, (ii) bacteria attached to suspended particles in the water
column, and (iii) bacteria which have settled on the bed. The free-living bacteria move 
with the flow, while the attached bacteria move with the suspended particles, which 
can be deposited on the bed with the sediments, and also the turbulent flow can cause 
the particles with the attached bacteria to re-suspend into the overlying water body 
(Stapleton et al 2007).
The effects of sedimentation and irradiance and temperature on decay rate were 
summarized by Auer and Niehaus (1993) in the form given below:
k = kd + k i + k ss (2 .21)
kd = decay rate in darkness condition, includes effect of temperature, salinity, 
predation, etc (d-1)
k , =decay rate as mediated by irradiance (day -1) 
kss = decay rate mediated by sedimentation loss (day-1)
Decay rate mediated by sedimentation loss, kss
Auer and Niehaus (1993) stated that the sedimentation loss rate, ks, may be calculated
by dividing the sedimentation velocity by the distance across which the particles must 
settle before they are lost to the bottom:
K , = w s / z e
Where ws is the sedimentation velocity and ze is the depth in m, giving:
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ws = M s /A tC ,s
where M s = mass of sediment collected, (g)
A = area of the sediment trap opening, (m 2 ) 
t = time of incubation,(d)
Css = water column sediment concentration (g/m3)
2.4 Summary
In this chapter previous studies relating to the modelling of hydrodynamics, sediment 
transport and faecal bacteria fluxes have been reviewed. The faecal bacteria were 
found to be highly sediment-related and were also found to be effected by many 
environmental and natural factors, such as: irradiance, temperature, salinity and 
sediment concentration etc. There is a current lack of sophisticated numerical models 
to simulate sediment bacteria interaction processes and the dynamic decay rate of 
bacteria.
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Chapter 3
Governing Hydrodynamic and Solute Transport Equations
3.1 Introduction
Coastal, estuarine and river waters provide a rich and diverse ecosystem and can be 
considered from the physical, chemical and biological perspective, such as the 
geometry and bathymetry, bed slope and roughness, hydrodynamic characteristics, 
mixing characteristics, water quality indicator concentrations and suspended solids 
levels. In the context of the increasing use of hydroinformatics tools, made by water 
engineers and environmental managers, it is important to be able to predict 
numerically the hydrodynamic, solute and suspended sediment transport processes in 
water system coastal and river basin systems (Thomann and Muller 1987 and 
Falconer et al 2005).
This chapter covers an overview of the governing model equations, which are based 
on the conservation law of mass, both fluid and solute, and Newton’s second law of 
motion. The parameters describing the hydrodynamic and solute transport processes 
occurring specifically in coastal and river basin systems are also discussed. Details are 
given of the 3-D and 2-D equations used to undertake numerical model studies, 
together with the coefficients and empirical formulae used in such equations to obtain 
numerical simulations for planning and environmental water management impact 
assessment studies.
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3.2 Hydrodynamic Equations
3.2.1 Three-Dimensional Reynolds Averaged Equations
The numerical models generally used to predict hydrodynamic, water quality and 
sediment transport processes in coastal, estuarine and river waters are based on first 
solving the governing hydrodynamic equations of motion. In a Cartesian co-ordinate 
system, the corresponding 3-D Reynolds averaged equations for mass and momentum 
conservation in the x-direction can be respectively written in a general form as 
(Falconer, 1993):
du dv dw _ —  + —  + —  = 0  
dx dy dz
(3.1)
du du duv duw __ 1 dPw+ -----+ ----- + ------= X  -  +
dt dx dy dz
lJ ±
dx
du -r-fp  puu
dx
+
p dx
du -r-, 
M~— p u v
dy
(3.2)
+  ■
dz
du
P ~— you'W 
dz
where u,v and w are the time averaged velocity components in the x, y and z
directions respectively, t is time, X  is the body force in the x-directions, Pw is the 
pressure, p  is the water density, p  is the viscosity and u',v' and w' are the 
fluctuating velocity components in the x, y  and z directions respectively. The
expressions u'u\u'V  and u'w are known as the Reynolds or apparent stresses in 
the x-direction, and on the x, y  and z planes respectively, These terms exist due to the 
turbulence of the flow and for laminar flow they are zero. For the numbered terms in 
equation (3.2), these terms refer to: the local acceleration (term 1), the advective (or
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convective) acceleration (2), the body force (3), the pressure gradient (4) and the 
laminar and turbulent shear stresses (5), see Falconer (1993).
For the Reynolds stresses, Boussinesq (see Falconer 1993 and Goldstein 1938) 
proposed that they could be represented in diffusive manner as follows:
- r - 7  ( du du- p u u  = 7 7  ----- + ------
I dx dx
- p  U V  = 7 j
r du dv^ 
dy dx
(3.3)
- p u w  =rj du dw 1----- ^dz dx J
where 77 = absolute eddy viscosity, £ = kinematic eddy viscosity = 77 I p .  In general
77 »  p , or s  »  v .
In the y  and z directions similar equations can be obtained for the conservation of
momentum giving respectively:-
dv dvu dv2 dvw 1 dPw—  + -----+ -----+ ------ = Y -------- -  +
dt dx dy dz p dy
(3.4)
dw dwu dwv dw2 _ 1 dPw■ +----- + ------+ ------= Z  ^  +
dt dx dy dz
- j —
p dx
dwp - — pw’u' 
dx
+
p dz
dw
(3.5)
ju - - p W V  
dy
d + — 
dz
dwp  pw'w'
dz
In considering the rotation of the earth, the body force term can be expressed in the
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following term:
X  = fa
Y = - fu (3.6)
Z = - g
where: Coriolis coefficient/  = 2cosinQL , co= angular speed of earth’s rotation »
7.3 xlO'5 rads/s i.e. 271/(^24x3600^ and 0L = latitude of site and g is the gravity 
acceleration g  » 9.807m /  s2.
For flows in estuarine and coastal waters normally a hydrostatic pressure distribution 
can be assumed, since the vertical acceleration of the fluid is small compared to that 
of gravity acceleration, and the Navier-Stokes equation in the vertical z-direction can 
be reduced to give:
At free surface the continuity of stress is assumed, i.e. the stresses in the water just 
below the surface are assumed to be the same as those in the air just above, giving for 
the pressure
where Pa is the atmospheric pressure.
Integrating from the surface, using boundary condition(3.8), and assuming a constant 
density gives
(3.7)
P = Pw a (3.8)
Pw(z) = Pg ( ^ - z )  + Pa (3.9)
From equation(3.9), the pressure gradients can be determined giving:
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~ ^ * p g T x
dPw ^
dy dy
(3-10)
3.2.2 Two-Dimensional Depth Integrated Equations
For estuarine and coastal waters the vertical velocity component w is normally small 
in comparison to the horizontal velocity components u and v, and the continuity and 
momentum equations can be integrated over the depth(h + <!;), using the notation 
given in Figure 3.1, and solved numerically to give the depth averaged velocity (or 
flow) field.
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Figure 3.1 Co-ordinate system for two-dimensional depth integrated equations
Integrating equation (3.1) and expanding using Leibniz’s rule, gives the depth 
integrated continuity equation, as detailed in Falconer (1993):
d£ dp dq
—  + —  + —  = qn 
dt dx dy
(3.11)
where p  = UH , q = VH ; U, V are the depth averaged velocity components in the x 
and y directions respectively; qm = external source or sink discharge per unit area.
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Similarly, the momentum equations for an incompressible turbulent flow in a 
Cartesian co-ordinate system can be integrated over the depth to give the depth 
integrated momentum equations, with the derivation being detailed in Falconer 
(1993):
dUH [ dU 2H  dUVH1 u d£ t  rxb— — + p  — — + — — \= y V H + gH - f + ^ — ^  
dt [ dx dy j ox p p
+ s H d2U d1U'\+
dxT dy/
dVH n \ dUVH dV2H  
{ dx dydt
+ s H
dy p p
d2V 82V^+ '
dx dy1
(3.12)
(3.13)
where U, V= Depth average velocities in the x and y directions, H= Total depth of 
flow (h+g), Momentum correction factor for non-uniform vertical velocity
profile, e -  Depth average eddy viscosity, tw =Wind stress and rh =Bed shear stress.
Momentum correction factor
The momentum correction factor ft is defined as:
P = —\— f u2dz (3.14)
U H  Jo
where U = depth average velocity, u = local velocity, H  = total water depth and 
z = vertical co-ordinate
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In practical model studies, and in the absence of extensive field data, P is generally 
either set to unity or a vertical velocity profile is assumed (see Falconer 1993).
For a Seventh Power law velocity profile assumption, i.e.
u = Umax (3.15)
Equation (3.14) gives a value of fi  = 1.016.
For a logarithmic vertical velocity profile assumption of the form:
u — ~~~ loge( z )  u*Cj (3.16)
where u. = shear velocity = —  (where r0 = boundary shear stress), kvon = von
V P
Karman’s constant (=0.4) and C, = constant of integration, giving for the momentum 
correction coefficient:
A = 1 + ^ y  (3-17)
where C is the de Chezy bed roughness coefficient.
According to Koutitas and Gousidou-Koutita (1986) and Falconer and Chen (1991) the 
wind generated velocity profiles in semi-enclosed coastal domains can give a value for 
j3 of 1.2, based on a parabolic velocity distribution assumption for wind generated 
flow field.
Wind surface shear stress
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The shear stress due to wind action on the water surface is usually expressed as a 
quadratic function, as by Dronkers (1964), and of the form:
where yw = Air-water resistance coefficient, generally « 0.0026.
Wu (1969) has proposed a set of constants and expressions for the air-water resistance 
coefficient. They are the most widely used expressions for the air-water resistance 
coefficient. The expressions are given in a piecewise formulation of the following 
form:
where p a = air density, = 1.29kg/m3, and Wx,Wy = wind velocity components in
the in x, y directions, Ws = 2 + Wy2 with the wind being measured at 10 m above
water surface.
Bed shear stress
For a two-dimensional flow the bed shear stress can be represented in the form of a 
quadratic friction law, as given by Henderson (1966), as follows:
(3.18)
yw = 1.25x 10"3W~02 (Ws <1 m/s)
yw = 0.5xl0~3fVs~05 (1 m /s< W s <15m/s)
yw = 2.6 xlO -3 ( W>15m/s)
rxb = pg u j u 2 + v 2 1C
(3.19)
ryb=pgVylu2 + V2 1C2
C = Chezy roughness coefficient.
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where typically, 30m2 /  s <C < 100 m2 /  s
Alternatively, C can be evaluated from the Manning equation of the form:
C = (3.20)
n
where n = Manning roughness coefficient and typically 0.012 for smooth lined 
rivers to 0.04 for irregular and vegetated rivers. Although the Manning’s 
coefficient is primarily used for one-dimensional rivers, this parameter has been 
widely used in two-dimensional flow fields with high level of accuracy often being 
obtained for complex flow fields (Falconer et al 2005).
Finally, the Colebrook-White equation can be used to give:-
where: /  = Darcy-Weisbach bed resistance coefficient, ks = equivalent sand grain 
roughness, and Re = Reynolds number for open channel flow (=  ^ ), where
The Colebrook-White equation is better for representing the bed roughness on shallow 
flood plains, such as wetland systems etc, since it includes Reynolds number flow 
effects at low Reynolds numbers and incorporates turbulent transitional flow as well as
(3.21)
v
Us = fluid speed).
For fully rough flow this can be simplified to
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turbulent rough flow (Falconer 1993 and Falconer and Owens 1987). In contrast, the 
equations that use the Chezy C and Manning n coefficients assume turbulent rough 
flow only.
Depth averaged eddy viscosity
The value of the depth averaged eddy viscosity s  can be determined either from 
field data or by assuming that bed generated turbulence dominates over free shear 
layer turbulence. Elder (1959) used the logarithmic velocity profile assumption and 
derived a minimum value for the coefficient for open channel flow to give:
~£ = - u . H  = 0.0667U.H (3.22)
6
In order to know more about the depth averaged eddy viscosity and use an appropriate 
value a literature review has been undertaken, leading to the following main finding:
Fischer (1973) found the value of s  is generally greater than that given by Elder 
(1959) and by using laboratory floating particle experiments he found the value was 
more typically:
7 = 0.15hJ /  (3.23)
Fischer (1973) cited the measured variation of s  with depth in a number of 
experiments and his results match this value. Fischer et al (1979) found for most 
practical estuary studies that even this value was lower compared to measured data
recorded in well-mixed estuaries where the value for e varied from 0.42«,//to
1.61 u*H. Chang (1971) obtained results for s  varying from 0.62u* H to 1.2u* H, as 
cited by Fischer (1973).
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3.2.3 Three-Dimensional Layer Integrated Equations
For the three-dimensional layer integrated model, the water column was divided in to 
several layers as illustrated in Figure 3.2.
i -  1 ,k
Figure 3.2 Co-ordinate system for layer integrated equations
For three-dimensional layer integrated model, each layer has a different velocity from 
that in the adjacent layers, with the governing equations for mass and momentum 
conservation being integrated over the layer thickness. As illustrated in Figure 3.2, 
there are three types of layer, including: a top layer ( k  = 1 ), a bottom layer (k  = kmax)
and a middle layer. The top and bottom layer thicknesses are not uniform and define 
both the free surface and bed topography respectively. In contrast the middle layers 
have a uniform thickness (Lin and Falconer 1997b).
Continuity equation:
Integrating the continuity equation over the kth layer gives:
-2f  du dv dwN 1 1-----
+ 1 1 dx dy dz
dz = 0 (3.24)
which leads to :
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where A;±1/2  refers to the vertical elevations of the interface between the k + \, k 
and k - \  layers. Expanding equation (3.25), using Leibnitz rule (Hall 1987, and 
Lin and Falconer 1997b) and simplifying the resulting equation, then the layer 
integrated continuity equation gives the vertical velocity component w at the 
interface k - 1/2 :
m^ax
* t i + S
2 k=k
S(f>t uk) + 8(hkvt )
dx dy
=  0 (3.26)
At the water surface, the continuity equation reduces to:
K +y
dt t t
S ( \ u k) + d(hkvk)
dx dy
(3.27)
Momentum equations:
Integrating the momentum equation over the kth layer gives:
fJk-f duv dvvNdz +
f } f  \
+  ^ .... V ,W  , — V , W  !
dx dy , k-- k-- V 2 2 k+- k+—V 2 2 J
(*-- <*-- 1 dP I*-- 1 r= - f 2 /w^ /z- r 12- ^ + 1 2-  - ^ + —^  & (3.29)
>k+\ J k +\  p dy p {  dx dy )
1+ — 
P
/
V L -i VL+i
V 2 2 /
From a hydrostatic pressure distribution assumption, the pressure gradient component 
can be expressed as given in equation(3.10), and applying the Boussinesq 
approximation of equation (3.3) for shear stress term, then the layer integrated 
momentum equations become:
d (i/A )
dt + Pk
d(i<t2K ) , 5(“*VA f
V dx dy
= K K  - sK t -
OX
+ —  e h~ h kdx
k +  8 u k N
dx dx
d .
+ - r Ekhkdy
Suk | Svk 
dy dx
(3.30)
Ah— &+— £--A:---- n
2 2 2 2 r
k+~2 /
5(VA)
dt + A dx ay
-  ~ f ukK ~ghk
dy
+
d_
dx dx dy
d
+ t - £Ady
Y
dy dy
(3.31)
+(w ,v , ) - ( w  ,v ,) + -
£ + — k + — k - — k ~ — p
2 2 2 2
T y A k - ~  M * + I  v 2 2 y
where uky k and wk are the velocity components for the layer k in the x, y and z 
directions respectively, hk is the thickness of layer k, sh is the horizontal eddy 
viscosity in the layer k and J3k is the momentum correction factor for the layer k.
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For the surface layer (i.e.k  = 1), then (w xu ,) and (w xv ,)  can be eliminatedk— k— k— k—
by applying the kinematic free surface boundary condition. At the bed boundary
(w , u ,)  and (w , v ,)  are zero due to the no-slip boundary condition.
Vertical and horizontal viscosity:
In modeling estuarine and coastal waters, the ratio of the vertical length scale to the 
horizontal length scale is generally very small. The eddy viscosity terms in vertical 
direction are generally more important then the corresponding horizontal viscosity 
terms in horizontal direction. In the current study, the horizontal eddy viscosity 
eh was assumed to be constant in the vertical, and its value was assumed to be equal to
the depth-averaged eddy viscosity e . Lin and Falconer (1997b) represented the 
vertical eddy viscosity evby using a two-layer mixing length model suggested by
l = QAH for Konz  > 0.1/7 
and kvon is von Karman’s constant.
Surface wind shear stress:
At the water surface, the shear stress was equated directly to the wind shear stress 
giving:
(Rodi, 1984, 2000) of the form:
(3.32)
where / is mixing length, defined as :
for k„„z<0AH
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= y*p„wyJ w x2 + w ;
= 7 * p jr ,4 w ’ + w>
with the parameters being as defined previously.
(3.33)
Bed shear stress:
By assuming a logarithmic velocity profile within the bottom layer, Lin and Falconer 
(1997b) and Hakimzadeh and Falconer (2007) represented bed shear stress in the 
following form, as proposed by French (1986):
where d is the thickness of the bottom layer, and ks is roughness length.
(3.34)
3.3 Advective-Diffusion Equation
In modelling the flux of water quality indicators and suspended sediment
concentrations within estuaries and coastal waters, the mass conversation equation can
be written in general terms for any substance introduced into the water column, as
given by Harleman (1966) and Falconer et al (2005):
d(p ducp dvq> dwcp d —f—. d —  d —f—,
—  + —  + —-  + — -  + —  u<p + t-v « 9  + - i » f  =<P, + <Pd +<Pk (3.35)
dt dx dy dz dx dy dz v v /
{  '------------------------------ V------------------------------ '  y----------------------------------------------V---------------------------------------------/  ^
1 2 3
where u,v and w = time averaged velocity component in x, y and z direction 
respectively, (p = time averaged solute concentration, <ps = source or sink solute 
input (e.g. an outfall), q>d = solute decay or growth term, and (pk -  total kinetic 
transformation rate for solute. Equation (3.35) is referred to as the 
advective-diffusion equation. Variable (p can be referred as salinity, sediment
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concentration, or other water quality indicators. Here in this chapter only the general 
form of the advective-diffusion equation is discussed. The specific formats of this 
advective-diffusion equation for sediment and bacteria transport for this study will be 
detailed in Chapter 4. The numbered terms refer to: (1) local effects; (2) transport by 
advection; (3) turbulence effects; and (4) source (or sink) terms, including decay (or 
growth); and kinetic transformation effects.
The cross product terms u'(p\v'(p' and w'<p' represent the flux due to the 
turbulent fluctuations. By analogy with Fick’s law of diffusion, which assumes that 
the mass flux is proportional to the gradient of the mean concentration and the flux is 
in the direction of decreasing concentration (Harleman 1966), the turbulence diffusion 
effect can be expressed in following:
d(p
«<P' = - D a —
OX
d(p
¥
Vp' = -D,y (3.36)
w<P' = - D, z ^ -dz _
where Dtx,Dty,Dlz = turbulent diffusion coefficients in x, y, z directions. For
well-mixed estuarine and river flows it is common to assume isotropic turbulence and 
to approximate the horizontal diffusion terms to the depth mean coefficients as given 
by Fischer (1973):
Dlx=D ly=0A5u.H  (3.37)
For the vertical diffusion coefficient, it is common to assume a linear shear stress 
distribution and a logarithmic velocity profile which gives (Falconer et al 2005) and 
(Vieira, 1993):
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The turbulent diffusion coefficients are often related to the turbulent eddy viscosity by 
Schmidt numbers through the following equation:
Da =eJ<Tx, D,y = sy / a y, Diz = s2I<t i .(3.39)
where <Jx,cry <Jz = turbulent Schmidt number in x, y and z direction respectively,
£x,sy s z = eddy viscosity in x, y and z direction respectively. Experiments have
shown that the Schmidt number varies only little across any flow field and also little 
from flow to flow (Rodi 2000). Therefore many models make use of the Schmidt 
number as a constant, such as Lin and Falconer (1996) with values ranging from 0.5 
to 1.0.
In solving for the depth integrated solute distribution, equation (3.36) can be 
substituted into equation (3.35) and then integrated over the depth by using the bed 
and kinematic free surface conditions, giving the general two-dimensional 
depth-integrated governing solute transport equation (Falconer and Chen 1996):
d jH  dflJH_ djVH d HD — d \ h d J I  1
dx X X dx 1
f f [ A + A + A ] (  3-40)dt dx dy
where ^ = depth averaged solute concentration, and = Corresponding
depth averaged valus for (ps (pd(pk respectively, and Dxx, Dyy = Depth averaged
horizontal dispersion and turbulent diffusion coefficients in the x, y direction 
respectively. The dispersion terms are due to the vertical non-uniformities of mean 
flow velocity.
Depth averaged horizontal dispersion and turbulent diffusion coefficient:
Falconer and Chen (1996) cited the following representation from Preston (1985):
where Dl = Depth average horizontal dispersion constant, Dt = Depth average 
turbulent diffusion constant, Dw = wind induced dispersion coefficient,
Vs = s ju 2 + V2 . Elder (1959) gave the minimum value of D, = 5.93and Fischer 
(1973) gave Dt = 0.15 based on analysing field data. However, in practice studies 
these values tend to be rather low compared with the measured value D{ and Dt 
ranging from 8.6to 7500 and 0.42 to 1.61 respectively (Falconer and Chen 1996). In 
absence of field data Falconer et al (2005) have suggested that values of Dt and Dt 
13.0 and 1.2.
3.4 Summary
The governing hydrodynamic and solute transport equations have been reviewed in 
this chapter. The two-dimensional and three-dimensional hydrodynamic and solute 
transport equations have been presented for the two- and three-dimensional numerical 
modelling studies. Different terms and parameters of the mass and momentum 
equations have been discussed and formalised.
(3.41)
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Chapter 4 
Development of Sediment-bacteria Interaction Conceptual Model
4.1 Introduction
Faecal bacteria in estuarine and coastal waters can be considered to exist in two forms, 
either as free-living bacteria within the water column, or attached to suspended 
particles. The bacteria can be transported and diffused within the water column in 
their free-living form, or they can be adsorbed onto the sediments and then 
transported and diffused with the sediments. The adsorbed bacteria can settle out 
when the suspended particles deposit on the bed and be re-suspended with the 
particles into the overlying water column when the sediment particles are 
re-suspended. These processes are illustrated in Figure 4.1. With the bacteria being 
transported by the water column, the bacteria can also decay and with this process 
being dynamic and dependent upon many environmental factors, such as light 
intensity, temperature, salinity and turbidity levels etc. However, there is a current 
lack of understanding of the whole processes of bacteria fluxes and diffusion in 
estuarine and coastal waters. Therefore, developing a methodology for describing 
these quantitative relationships is essential. In this chapter a new approach for 
modelling the fate and transport of bacteria concentrations is presented. Before 
describing further this approach it is first necessary to consider the formulation for the 
transport of both non-cohesive and cohesive sediment particles.
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Figure 4.1 Bacteria fate and transport processes in estuarine waters
4.2 Sediment Transport Modelling
4.2.1 Suspended Sediment Transport
Sediment transport formulations for predicting suspended sediment fluxes in a 
three-dimensional numerical model are generally based on solving three-dimensional 
advective-diffusion equation. The three-dimensional advective-diffusion equation for 
sediment transport processes can be written in a similar manner to equation (3.35) 
giving:
ds dus dvs d fw -w s)  d—  +  +  + —  — ------
dt dx dy dz dx D « ~I X  \ox - f  A  -« d y
d j
dz
d I2 —
,Z dz
= 0 (4.1)
where 5 = sediment concentration, ws -  sediment settling velocity.
In solving the three-dimensional sediment transport equation (4.1), an operator 
splitting algorithm is used to split the three-dimensional advective-diffusion equation 
into a vertical one-dimensional equation and a horizontal two-dimensional 
formulation, as proposed by Lin and Falconer (1996) and Wu and Falconer (2000). 
This will be detailed in Chapter 5.
The two-dimensional horizontal advective-diffusion equation for sediment transport
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can be written as:
ds dus dvs d 1 1------------
dt dx dy dx Du -I X  /“NV OXj D<y —
= 0 (4.2)
The one-dimensional vertical advective-diffusion equation for sediment transport can 
be written as:
&  + a ( » - » , * ) _ A f z><i^ = 0  ( 4 3 )
dt dz dz v dz J 
With the vertical boundary conditions as following:
At the free surface the vertical sediment flux is zero
- w , s - D e ^ -  = 0 (4.4)
dz
At the bed
ds-w ss -  Dlz — = E -  D  (4.5)
dz
where E is the erosion flux rate, D is the deposition flux rate, and E - D =  net
sediment flux rate, which describe the exchange of sediments particles between
water and sediment bed.
The net sediment flux rate for non-cohesive sediment can be expressed in the form 
(Van Rijn 1993):
E - D  = w,(s„ie- s a) (4.6)
where sa = sediment concentration at a reference level (i.e. the concentration at an
elevation ‘a’ above bed); and sae = equilibrium sediment concentration at reference
level a. The equilibrium concentration is that value which occurs when the sediment
flux vertically upwards from the bed due to turbulence is in equilibrium with the net 
sediment flux downwards due to the fall velocity (or gravity).
The equilibrium reference concentration used in this study was proposed by van Rijn
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(1993), given as:
1.5D T 
s =0015 50“Ve V.V1J ^0.3aD*
(4.7)
D50 = sediment diameter of which 50% of the bed material is finer, T = transport 
stage parameter; Z)* = particle parameter.
For cohesive sediment transport, the deposition sediment flux rate can be expressed in 
the form of equation (2.8) as follows:
D = c,d
0
^  T c ,J
>  T c .d
The erosion flux rate can be calculated by using equation (2.9) as follows: 
Tb ~ TcAz>0
E =
M
0
T c , e ( Z ’ 0
T b >  T c,e
T l <  Tb — c,e
Sediment transport formulations for predicting suspended sediment fluxes in depth 
integrated two-dimensional numerical models are based on solving the depth 
integrated form of equation (4.1), which can be shown to be of the form:
d S H d S U H  d S V H d S ) d f  d S )+-----+-------- H D  — H D w  —d t d x  d y d x ', ** d x ) d y yyk d y )
=  E - D (4.8)
where S = depth-averaged suspended sediment concentration.
The depth-averaged net sediment flux rate for non-cohesive sediment can be 
expressed in the form (Yuan 2007):
E - D  = yws(Se - a S ) (4.9)
where ws = particle settling velocity, y = a profile factor given by the ratio of the
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equilibrium bed concentration sa e , to the depth averaged equilibrium sediment 
concentration Se . The depth averaged equilibrium sediment concentration evaluated 
using van Rijn (1984b) and the procedures were also detailed in Falconer and Chen 
(1996).
For modelling cohesive sediment transport the governing depth-integrated 
advective-diffusion equation (4.8) is used, but with the net sediment flux rate, being 
rewritten in the following form (Falconer and Chen 1996), which is simplified format 
of equation (2.8) and (2.9):
w S 1--3L
D = < Tc,d _
0
n  ^  Tc,d
Tb >  T c,d
(4.10)
E
i
I
i
M o c9e Tb >  T c,e< T c,e
0 Tb ^ T c,e
(4.11)
where rb = bed shear stress, Tcd= critical shear stress for deposition, rce= critical 
shear stress for erosion and M = empirical erosion constant.
Most of the parameters included in the above formulations are sensitive to the 
sediment characteristics locally. During numerical modelling studies of estuarine 
flows the value used must be chosen with extreme care. Typically values of the 
critical stress for erosion and deposition are given in van Rijn (1993) for a range of 
different mud types. For the empirical erosion coefficient M, reported values are
typically in the range of 0.00001 to 0.0005 for soft natural mud (Falconer and Chen 
1996).
4.2.2 Bed load Transport
The bed load sediment flux is calculated using the following equation (van Rijn 1984a, 
b):
?» = SM  = w *  (4-12)
where sb = bed load concentration, ub = velocity of bed load particles, Sb = saltation 
height, and effective particle velocity, given as: 
ua = aub
where ub = [(1 -  5)g-Z)50]°5 x 1.5T0'6 and a  = 2.3.
4.3 Sediment-Bacteria Interaction Model
4.3.1 Partition of Bacteria between Sediment and Water
As shown in Figure 4.1, bacteria can exist in two phases, namely the adsorbed (or 
attached) and the free-living phases. The concentration of the free-living bacteria is 
defined as follows:
. CFU
Cj = (4.13)
w
where Vw is the volume of water and CFUd (Colony Forming Units) is the 
amount of free-living bacteria indicator in the volume Vw.
The concentration of attached bacteria Cp is defined as:
CFU n
c r = ~ r r JL (4-14>
W + S
where V is the volume of water and solids, which is referred to as the bulk volume,
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and CFU is the amount of attached bacteria. Hence Cp represents the
concentration of attached bacteria relative to the total volume of water and solids.
The porosity ne is defined as the ratio of the volume of water to the bulk volume, as 
given by:
(4.15)
w+s
and Cd is the free-living bacteria concentration relative to bulk volume, as given by ;
CFU
Cd = ^ ~ C L = neC„ (4.16)
W + S
The total bacteria concentration in the water column CT is therefore given by:
CT =Cd +Cp (4.17)
For a given concentration of suspended solids, the quantity of bacteria on particles is
often expressed as a mass specific concentration P (cfu/unit weight of suspended
solids), so the volume specific concentration on particles Cp can be expressed as:
Cp = S -P  (4.18)
where S  is the suspended solid concentration, and P is the mass specific bacteria 
concentration, which can be defined as follows:
M
S = —^  (4.19)
Vw+s
CFU n
P = — JL (4.20)
where M s is the mass of suspended sediment.
Chapra (1997) expressed the tendency of bacteria to attach to particles by using a 
partition coefficient of the form:
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K D = ^ r  (4.21)
'd
Assuming that the rate at which bacteria adsorb and desorb from the particulate matter 
is fast, then a local equilibrium can be assumed to give:
CT =Cd + KD-S 'C d (4.22)
which can be solved to give:
where
Cd = f dCT (4.23)
f „ = — -—  (4-24)d \ + KdS
and f d is the fraction of bacteria that is free-living in the water column.
For the attached bacteria, we have:
c„ = f pCT (4.25)
where
/ = _ ^ s £ _  (4.26)
p 1 + k ds
and:
/ , + / „ = !  (4-27)
4.3.2 Exchange of Bacteria in Sediment-water Interface 
Bacteria settlement
One of the effects of sediment transport on the adsorbed bacteria is the settling of 
sediment which takes the adsorbed bacteria out of the water column to the bed
sediments. The settlement flux of bacteria from the water column to the bed
sediments Fdep, can be expressed as:
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(4.28)
c
where q, = sediment deposition flux ( k g / m 2/ s ), P — —  — attached bacteria
p s
concentration on suspended sediment ( cfu /  0.1 g )
Bacteria re-suspension
The re-suspension of bacteria from the bed sediments to the water column Fero, can be 
expressed as:
where: Pb = bacteria concentration on bed sediments { c f u / O.lg), qero = sediment 
re-suspension flux rate ( k g / m 2 / s ).
To summarise, the net bacteria flux Fnet, due to settling and re-suspension of the 
sediments can be expressed as:
Bacteria concentrations in the bed sediment
The concentration of bacteria on the bed sediment Pb, varies depending on the
exchange of bacteria between the water column and the bed sediments. Another 
reduction in the bed sediment concentration arises as a result of the decay of the 
bacteria in the bed sediments. Assuming that the deposited sediments and the bed 
sediments are well mixed immediately after deposition, then the exchange rate of bed 
bacteria concentration can be expressed in the following form:
F ero =  < l" o P b (4.29)
(4.30)
(4.31)
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where M b = mass of the bed sediment per unit area, kb = bacteria decay rate in bed 
sediment.
Likewise, in equation(4.31), the mass of bed sediments per unit area M b also varies 
temporarily as given by:
dM
dt ” = < l * , P ~ < le r o  (4-32)
4.3.3 Governing Equations for Faecal Bacteria Transport Processes 
Free-living bacteria transport
The fate and transport of free-living bacteria can be described by the following 
three-dimensional advection-diffusion equation:
dc, due,, dvCH dwCr1+ -  +  —+ ■
d t dx  d y  dz
d
dx
dCd j d  
k dx J dyDtt 'y dy J (4.33)
—  c0 +Cf k,Cj
where cd = free-living faecal bacteria concentration, cd0 = source or sink of 
free-living bacteria; and cd = transformation term defining the desorption of
attached bacteria to the free-living form and vice versa; and k = the decay rate of 
bacteria in water column.
For a two-dimensional modelling study, the fate and transport of free-living bacteria 
can be described by the following two-dimensional depth integrated 
advection-diffusion equation:
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where Cd = depth averaged free-living faecal bacteria concentration,^ = source or 
sink of free-living bacteria; and Cf = transformation term defining the desorption of
attached bacteria from sediments to the free-living form and vice versa; and k = the 
decay rate of bacteria in water column.
Equations (4.33) and (4.34) have been solved to predict bacteria concentration levels 
in most studies of bacteria transport modelling, with this representation having been 
proven to work properly for the case where sediment transport is not significant. 
However, for studies where sediment transport processes are significant, then solving 
these equations alone will not give accurate results, since the transport of bacteria 
through the process of sediment transport, via erosion and deposition, has not been 
included in the transport model.
Attached bacteria transport
In studying the transport of attached bacteria, this part of bacteria may be transported 
and diffused with the suspended sediments, as described by the following 
three-dimensional equation:
where cp = attached bacteria concentration, cp = source or sink of bacteria in 
attached form; and cp = transformation term defining the adsorption of free-living 
bacteria to attached bacteria and vice versa; and cph = source term defining attached 
bacteria from or to the bed sediment, for sediment erosion or deposition, respectively; 
k = the decay rate for bacteria in attached form in water column.
For two-dimensional modelling, the fate and transport of attached bacteria can be 
described by the following two-dimensional depth integrated advection-diffusion 
equation:
dH C dU H C  dVH C  
P P P
 —  + ------------------- —  + ---------------------- —
dt dx dy
d (  dC  )n d  ^
HDx x ^ r ~
dx { & J
C P + C P + C ? - k C  H  °  t b p
HDyy —
dC  }
(4 3 6 )dy
where Cp = depth averaged attached bacteria concentration in water column, c ;  =
source or sink of bacteria in attached form; and C p = transformation term defining
the adsorption of free-living bacteria to attached bacteria form and vice versa; and
Cp = source term defining attached bacteria from or to the bed sediments, for
sediment erosion or deposition, respectively; h = the decay rate for bacteria in 
attached form.
Total bacteria transport
In order to predict bacteria concentrations correctly, both for free-living and attached 
bacteria, then the transport equation must be solved simultaneously for both bacterial 
components in the numerical model. However, there are difficulties in solving these
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equations accurately since the transformation terms are difficult to quantify. The 
transform processes between the free-living and adsorbed bacteria are very complex, 
so it is almost impossible to quantify these terms. Wu et al (2001, 2005) pointed out 
that in modelling heavy metals there was a problem of using separate equations to 
model dissolved and particulate metals due to the complex nature of the 
transformation between the particulate and dissolved phase. Similar modifications can 
be made in the advection-dififusion equation for bacteria, by using c* = - c p
and Cf = -C tp which can avoid calculating the transformation term.
Equations (4.33) and (4.35) can be added and setting cdt = - c p gives
dcT ducT dvcr QwCi d (w s sP)
dt dx dy
d
dx
r dc  ^
Dt x ~ f
v
d
dy
'  dcT'
D<yi fv dy j
3  /  dc.rDlz^ )  (4.37)
— Cq +cg+CP kcT
where cT = concentration of total bacteria.
In solving the three-dimensional equation (4.37), an operator splitting algorithm, 
which is similar to that used to solve three-dimensional sediment transport equation, is 
used to split the three-dimensional advection-diffusion equation into a vertical 
one-dimensional and a horizontal two-dimensional set of equations.
The two-dimensional horizontal advective-diffusion equation for total bacteria 
transport can be written as:
dc„ due dvc d_ T  +  L +  L------
dt dx dy dx
D tx ~T~ 
8x dy
D ^ y 4 +cg-kcT (4.38)
The one-dimensional vertical advective-diffusion equation for total bacteria transport 
can be written as:
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d °T dw cT d (w s sP ) d
fit dz dz dz (a z f ^ )  = ° (4.39)
With the vertical boundary conditions as following: 
At the free surface
dc-w ssP -  Dk — = 0 (4.40)
dz
At the bed
dCj
dz
■wssP -  D,, = Fm: (4.41)
where Fnel is the net bacteria flux rate, or net erosion or deposition rate, which
describe the exchange of bacteria between bed sediment and overlay water.
The net bacteria flux rate can be expressed in the following form:
Ke, = nlax( , 0 )Pb + min (~qdep, 0)P (4.42)
Likewise, for a 2-D depth averaged model, adding equations (4.34) and (4.36) and 
using Cf = -C tp gives
dH Cr  dU H C T dVH CT
 £_  + ---------- —  +  i -
dt dx dy
d ( d  (
dx K dx
1 &1
dCT ^
HDyy — (4.43)
= C $ + c P + c P  - k C j H
where CT = depth averaged total bacteria concentration. Cp = Fnet, which is source 
term defining bacteria from or to the bed sediments, and Fnet can be calculated by 
using equation (4.42).
By solving total bacteria transport equations, the total bacterial concentration level is
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determined, wherein equations (4.23) and (4.25) can then be used to determine the 
free-living and attached bacteria levels.
4.4 Faecal Bacteria Decay Rate
4.4.1 Decay in Water Column
The decay rate of bacteria is highly dynamic and is affected by many environmental 
factors, such as light intensity, temperature, salinity, turbidity levels and pH values etc. 
In general the decay rate has historically been modelled as a constant over the 
simulation period in many model studies. In improving on this simplified 
representation of a complex process, Kashefipour et al (2002a) represented the 
variation in the light intensity effects on coliform decay by using different decay rates 
for day and night conditions. In a subsequent study, Kashefipour et al (2002b) 
developed an equation dynamically relating the decay rate to the light intensity and 
through the use of a neutral network. This procedure improved on the accuracy of 
the model.
Following on from the literature review in Chapter 2, many researchers have found 
that the light intensity, temperature and salinity are major factors that affect bacterial 
decay rate. In this study, the decay rate is related to different environmental factors as 
detailed in this section.
Light Intensity
Solar irradiance is a dominant factor that causes the decay of bacteria in surface 
waters. Auer and Niehaus (1993) expressed the irradiance mediated death rate kt as 
being proportional to the irradiance I  in the following form:
kt = a ,I
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In this study, this relationship has been used as an option to calculate the decay rate 
caused by light intensity. The light intensity attenuates over the water depth and is 
proportional to the water depth and may be represented by the Lambert (or 
Beer-Lambert) law (Thomann and Muller 1987):
i =
where 70 = irradiance at water surface (W /m2), I = Irradiance at depth z (W/m2), 
z = Depth (m), and K e = Vertical light extinction or attenuation coefficient (m_1)
The extinction coefficient is generally calculated using the equation suggest by Xu et 
al (2002) in the following form:
Ke = 0 .69x5  + 24.09 (4.44)
where s = suspended solids concentration in (mg/1)
Temperature
Generally the relationship between temperature and the decay rate is given as 
following:
k , = k2^ T-m>
where kt = Darkness condition decay rate at temperature T, k2Q =the decay rate at
T=20° C, 6 = a dimensionless constant which describe the relationship between the
decay rate and temperature, typically the value of 6? for bacteria is 1.07. (Thomann 
and Mueller, 1987), T= water temperature. (° C)
Salinity
Mancini (1978) analyzed the reported data of mortality rates for various percentages 
of salinity in sea water at 20 ° C and the result of the correlation for sea water and
coliform mortality rates are given by:
ksah =0.8 + 0.006(%seawater)
Chapra (1997) modified this equation to change the salinity unit from percent to ppt in 
the following form (see Bai 2004):
^ „ = 0 .8  + 0.02Sot/, (4.45)
where Ssalt = salinity in ppt.
4.4.2 Decay in Bed Sediment
In general, the decline in tracer bacteria concentrations in bed sediment resembles first 
order kinetics (Jamieson et al 2004 and Jamieson et al 2005a). Howell et al (1996) 
showed that the first order inactivation constant for E coli in bed sediments in the 
range from 0.002-0.006/h by conducting laboratory experiment. Jamieson et al (2004) 
computed the first order inactivation constant (k) for tracer-bacteria in bed sediments 
at three study locations, with the value ranging form 0.006-0.03 /h. Jamieson et al 
(2005a) illustrated that enteric bacteria can survive in bed sediment for up to 6 weeks 
and that inactivation of the tracer bacteria resembled a typical first-order decay. 
Some researchers even found the growth of faecal bacteria in bed sediment. In this 
study, the decay rate of faecal bacteria in the bed sediments was assumed to be 
constant.
4.5 Summary
Details are given of the development of a three- and two-dimensional 
sediment-bacteria interaction model, where the deposition and re-suspension of 
bacteria with sediments are included. Total bacteria concentrations were partitioned
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by using a dynamic fraction ratio. The details of a dynamic decay rate model are also 
discussed. In next chapter the numerical methods and numerical treatment of the 
various terms and the corresponding boundary conditions will be outlined in more 
detail.
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Chapter 5 
Numerical Solution of Governing Equations
5.1 Introduction
Flow and solute transport processes can be described by sets of governing equations, 
as detailed in Chapter 3. These equations are based on the principles of conservation 
of mass and momentum and only have analytical solutions for idealised cases. 
Numerical methods provide a valuable tool to approximate the solution of these 
governing partial differential equations and such tools are increasingly important in 
environmental water management. In this chapter details are given of the numerical 
methods and procedures used to solve these equations.
5.2 Numerical Solution of Hydrodynamic Equations
5.2.1 Depth-integrated Equations
In the two-dimensional depth integrated model a regular mesh is used. The discrete 
variables are represented in a space staggered grid system, as shown in Figure 5.1, 
where water elevations are defined at the centre o f grid squares, and velocity and bed 
levels below datum are described at centre of sides of the grid squares.
The Alternating Direction Implicit method is used to solve the governing equations. 
Each time step is divided into two half time steps. For the first half time step, from 
time level n to n+1/2, values of water elevation and velocity in the x direction are 
solved implicitly, while velocity components in the y direction are expressed
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explicitly. For the second half time step, from time level n+1/2 to n+1, values of 
water elevation and velocity in the y direction are solved implicitly, while velocity 
components in the x direction are now expressed explicitly.
M
Mi-1
water elevation above datum (4 ) and solute ($)
^  x-component discharge per unit width (p)
^  y-component discharge per unit width (q)
O  depth below datum (h)
Figure 5.1 Description of space staggered grid system
The continuity equation (3.11) can be expressed in its finite difference form for the 
first and second half time steps respectively as follows:
where i, j  = grid point location in x and y directions respectively and superscripts n ,
+ ~  and n + 1 represent time levels at time t = nAt , t = (n + ^ ) A t  and
t = (n +1 )At respectively, and At represents the time step for computations. It can 
be seen by summing the above two equations that the scheme is fully centred in both 
time and space over the whole time step, giving second order accuracy.
The x-direction momentum equation can be written in the following manner for the 
first half time step:
n+~
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where U denotes a value corrected by iteration, by setting
U =
in—
U 2
f  i i \
n—  n+—
u  2 + u  2
v y
(4.49)
V represents a value obtained by averaging the corresponding values for the
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surrounding grid points:
V 1 i/ + - , / + -2 2 Vn ,+ V "
2
i+Uj +
(4.50)
and p  denotes a value obtained from the upwind algorithm where
p i =<r  i+-j 
2
i f  V .  > 0P i . , •■/ - I
'+2-J-1 ,+2J
i f  V \  <0
(4.51)
,+ 2J
Similarly, the y direction momentum equation can be written for the second half time 
step as:
n+\
2Ay
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U q
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v y 1 1 v y i i\  //+ / + _ \ // ,/ + -
2 2 2 2
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Re-arranging equation (4.46) gives:
i i imh— n+~ n+—
a 2 i - \ P  \ . ^ 2 i - \ ^ i , j 2 C 2 i - \ P  2 . d2i-\ (4.53)
i— J  /+-,y2 2
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where
a2 / - 1 Ax
v,=2
C 2 i - \  ~
At
Ax
At
4y
r \
+ Atq
Re-arranging equation (4.48) gives:
i in+— n+-
a j , / + b 2,P  2 + c2,(M 2j = d 2,
l + ~.J 2
(4.54)
where
°2, = S H
At_
Ax
b2i — 2 + At -
(  a n Y 
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v 2 J
+
1i+-j2
J /
zhc
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Similar re-arranging can be made to equation (4.47) and (4.52) gives:
/ , / -----  J  ’J  J  l , J + -
2 2
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At
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(4.55)
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These equations can be expressed in a matrix form as follows:
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1'b,
ai
C \
c2
“
P\
2 ’J
2
d x
d2
b3 c 3
—
d 3
«2M ^2i~\ C 2 i- \ ^ 2 i - \
- a 2, P ..  ‘V .
_ ^2;
This gives a tri-diagonal matrix that can be solved using the Thomas algorithm to give
n+- n+-
£  .2 and p t j 2 . A similar procedure can be used to obtain ^  and q .
5.2.2 Layer-integrated Equations
In the three-dimensional layer integrated model, a regular square mesh is used in the 
horizontal plane and an irregular mesh is used for the vertical layers. Figure 5.2 shows 
the location of the different variables for the 3-D finite difference mesh in the vertical 
plane.
JSZ-
-►x
i,k
i -  1 ,k
Figure 5.2 Vertical grid system
In the horizontal plane the discretised values for the variables are located at the same
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locations as for the two-dimensional depth integrated model (see Figure 5.1).
The layer integrated governing equations are solved using a combined explicit and 
implicit scheme. The vertical diffusion terms were treated implicitly, whilst the 
remaining terms were treated explicitly (Lin and Falconer 1997b).
For the first half time step the depth integrated equations are first solved to obtain the 
water elevation field across the domain, as discussed in section 5.2.1. The layer 
integrated equations in the x direction are solved using the water elevation obtained 
from solving the depth integrated equations. Lin and Falconer (1997b) expressed the 
momentum equation in the x direction for the three-dimensional model as follows:
d(MkK )
dt
du
'v~dz Jk-I 
2
du
dz JkS-
= 5. (4.58)
where S  represents the terms treated explicitly. The following is the finite difference
representation for equation(4.58):
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Re-arranging gives:
Pkuk-\ + ?* « t'2 + ' i “*+ 2 =■**+ 5'-< (4-6°)
i i im+ - h+— «+—
where:
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where u 2ljk velocity component in x direction at kth layer. Equation (4.60)
can be expressed in matrix form for the different layers, where k = 1 for the surface 
and k = kmax for the bottom layer:
"?i r\
Pi  <h r2
p k_ i qk_x rk_,
Pk q k _ _
As before the Thomas algorithm has been used to solve this tri-diagonal matrix to 
obtain the velocity in the x direction. Once the water elevations and velocity 
component in the x direction have been solved, then the vertical velocity wean be 
determined for each layer across the computational domain by using the continuity 
equation. The finite difference continuity equation used for the first half time step to
u  , S X
U i,J,2 S 2
< > — * >
S k - l
. U ' J *  . . S k ,
(4.61)
obtain wean be shown to be as follows:
w 2 , = w 2 ,
i , j , k — i , j , k + —
For the bottom layer, where k = ktmax > the vertical velocity is zero:
(4.63)
For the second half-time step, the same procedure is followed to calculate the velocity 
components in y direction and z directions.
5.3 Numerical Solution of Advective-Diffusion Equation
5.3.1 Depth-integrated Equations
The two-dimensional depth integrated advective-diffusion equation (3.39), which has 
been discussed in Chapter 3, is given here for completeness:
d(j)H d(j>UH d jV H d d
h d J - 1
dt dx dy dx X X  ^dx dy w dy
This equation includes the following terms: advection, dispersion-diffusion and a 
source or sink term. In the solute transport model a space staggered grid mesh is 
used to solve the advective-diffusion equation. Solute concentrations have been 
introduced at the centre of each grid square. For solving this equation, an explicit 
scheme has been adopted. The finite difference formulation of depth integrated 
equation is written in the following form (Lin and Falconer 1997a):
The advection term components in equation (4.65) were predicted using the
$  j 2 = + advection + dispersion + source (4.65)
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ULTIMATE QUICKEST scheme, with the dispersion terms being represented using 
an explicit second order central scheme and the source terms being calculated using 
the Euler method. Details of the representation of these methods for different terms 
are shown below. Figure 5.3 shows a control volume around the grid square i,j.
j
j"1
Figure 5.3 Control volume around grid point
5.3.1.1 Advection Terms
The advection term can be expressed as the sum of the four face values which gives: 
advection = \[Cr) J e - ( C , ) w4w~\ + \ (C r) J „  ~ (C r) > , ]  (4.66)
where the subscripts w,e,s and n denote west, east, south and north grid face values 
respectively, Cr = courant number at the grid face and can be shown for different 
faces to be as follows:
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The face values were calculated using the two-dimensional third order QUICKEST 
scheme, which is similar to the method introduced by Leonard and Niknafs (1990). 
The west face value is showed as an example, giving:
(c,)
( l - ( C , ) 2 ) ( C )
-^-------- - C U R V N - - — — GRADT
+ ( P r )
24
( C r )  ( C r )CUR VT + wx — ^  TWIST
(4.68)
where
(Cr) = Courant number at west face in x direction = ^ - U  ,
v r,wx Ax i ~ J
(C ) = Courant number at west face in y direction = —  V ,
v rK> Ay '-\.i
GRADN = j j
CURVN =
A ,  2#, i f  u  t > 0
/— ,/2
A.+1, - 2 # , J + d_u  i f  U , <0
'"2J
GRADT =
ti-u  - h - u - i i f U , > 0 /  , > 0>-2J i - J
i f U J >0,V  , <0
l~2’j '~2J
K ,  -  A.y-i i f U , <0,V . >0i~2J ‘~2J
$i,j+\ -0 i j i f u i , < 0 / ,  <0-2J
CURVT = <
0i-\j+\ 20j-\j +<f>l_\j_\ i f  U  , > 0
i— ,/
2
i ' f  U , <0
TWIST =
*  V, i > 0' 2J
i f  r , . < 0
2 J
Use of the third order QUICKEST scheme may still generate non-physical oscillations 
if sharp gradients occur in the concentration distribution (Lin and Falconer 1997a and 
Kolahdoozan 1999). By using the universal limiting procedure, which has been 
developed by Leonard (1991), then any non-physical oscillations can be eliminated. 
Lin and Falconer (1997a) modified this one-dimensional ULTIMATE algorithm for 
two-dimensional problems and it is believed this method can be applied arbitrarily to 
higher order transient interpolation models of the advective transport equation (Lin 
and Falconer 1997a). In order to eliminate non-physical oscillations, two normalised 
variables need to be introduced for each cell face. For the east cell face, if(C r ) > 0,
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the normalised variables ^  and <j>ne are expressed in the following:
f > = ^
6" -d>",
T l , J  T l - \ . J
l + ~J
</>"= —  ’e Jin
€ t , - f - t j
f t  - f u
f ,„ .  - f t , ,
If these two normalised variables satisfy the following conditions
( C X
fo r  0 < f p < 1
</>;<fe < i fo r  o<</>;<\
for $ < 0  or f p >\
(4.69)
(4.70)
(4.71)
(4.72)
(4.73)
Figure 5.4 Normalised variable diagram showing the universal limiter 
boundaries
then an oscillation free solution can be obtained. This is shown in Figure 5.4, which
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was originally presented by Leonard (1991). If the point
v j
lies within the
shaded area in Figure 5.4, then the unadjusted face value ^ is used to solve
equation(4.66). If the point is outside the area, then the normalised face value
will be replaced with the nearest allowable </t" value, and the face value <j>e is
given as:
(4.74)
A similar procedure is adopted to get the other cell face values.
5.3.1.2 Diffusion Terms:
The diffusion terms are represented using an explicit second order central difference 
scheme and can be represented as: 
dispersion =
At
{ l l 'Nn+— n—
v  J
T  ( H D „  ^  ( c , -  C  ) -  ( c  -  €>J ))
-*"■>)-H >D-  , ,- i  - c - . ))
(4.75)
where Drr and Dm are dispersion diffusion coefficient in x and y directionsxx yy
respectively and H e ,H w,H n and H s are the water depth at control volume faces
5.3.1.3 Source Terms:
For sediment and faecal bacteria, the source and sink terms in the advective-diffusion 
equation are in a different format, therefore the numerical treatment will also be
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different. In this section the treatment of the source and sink terms for sediment, 
faecal bacteria and the sediment-bacteria interaction model are discussed.
Source and sink terms for sediment transport model:
For the sediment transport equation the source term is the net re-suspension and
deposition rate. Therefore the source term for sediment transport can be represented
as:
= 9 ™ - ? ^  (4-76)
where qem = sediment re-suspension rate ( k g / m 1 / s),  qd = sediment deposition 
rate ( kg /  m1 /  s ), so
,Annssource = --------------------  (4.77)
H
The method used to calculate the net re-suspension and deposition rate for both the 
cohesive and non-cohesive sediments have been detailed in Chapter 4.
Source and sink terms for bacteria transport model:
For the conventional bacteria transport equation, the source term includes both the 
different types of input of bacteria and the decay term. Therefore the source term for 
bacteria transport can be represented as:
O = H o 
V
(4-78)
g iv in g
source = At *^ 0 -  At- k  ^  (4.79)
where <f>0 = external input of bacteria
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(f), . = bacteria concentration at time n- At 
k = decay rate
Source and sink terms for sediment-bacteria transport model:
For the sediment-bacteria transport model, the source term includes both the different 
types of input of bacteria which includes the bacteria input from bed sediment and the 
decay term. Therefore the source term can be represented as:
O s = H y 0 - k t  ) + </>b (4.80)
where <f>0 = external input of bacteria such as outfall, (f)b = bacteria input from bed 
sediment, k = decay rate and
•h, = = max(?e„ .0 ) i l  + m in (-^ fef),0 )P  (4.81)
where P = bacteria concentration on suspended sediment, Pb = bacteria 
concentration on bed sediment giving
source = At 0O -  Atk(f> + At<j)h / H  (4.82)
5.3.2 Layer-integrated Equations
The three-dimensional advective-diffusion equation (3.35) is repeated here for 
completeness giving:
d(p ducp dv(p d(w -  wscp)
dt dx dy
dxv cbc J dy
dz
D, ^
y Sy
d f  d<p)
(4.83)
dz
This equation includes the following terms: advection, dispersion-diffusion and a
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source or sink term. In solving this three-dimensional equation, an operator splitting 
algorithm, as proposed in Lin and Falconer (1996) and Wu and Falconer (2000), has 
been used to split the three-dimensional advective-diffusion terms into a vertical 
one-dimensional and a horizontal two-dimensional set of equations. The 
three-dimensional equation is split in to the following equations:
The layer-integrated two-dimensional advective-diffusion equation (4.85) was first 
solved horizontally, and then the one-dimensional vertical advective-diffusion 
equation (4.84) was solved for in the z direction.
For the layer-integrated equation, this equation was solved using a similar method to 
that discussed in the previous section for the two-dimensional depth integrated 
equation. Hence, the ULTIMATE QUICKEST scheme was used for advection term, 
the central difference scheme for the diffusion terms and Euler method for the source 
and sink terms.
For the vertical one-dimensional advective-diffusion equation, this equation could be 
solved using a non-uniform grid in the vertical direction. Since the diffusion process 
is the key term in this equation, and also some of the grid sizes were very small near 
the sea bed and water surface, then this equation was solved using an centred implicit 
method to avoid the use of a very small time step. The discretised equation was then 
expressed in the following form:
(4.84)
and
d(ptsz duAz dvAz d f 1 1--------------
dt dx dy dx v
(4.86)
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where
aT,k = D 'rA \ PI  l) + [ ^ . 0 ] ,
^  = D “a(\ Pf  |) + [ - F s',o],
Azcp.i,=Or+ali+ —  ,
h Az m" bk = —rt Vk At
and
4 K I )  = [ o,(i - o.i k i )5]
w — w Pe = — —^ A z
Az
where the symbol [a,b] is used to denote the greater of a and b, T and B denote the top 
and bottom control volume faces, Pe is the grid Peclet number and F is the mass 
flow rate.
These finite difference equations were arranged in a matrix form, giving a tri-diagonal 
matrix, which was also solved using the Thomas algorithm.
5.4 Boundary Conditions
Generally, two types of boundary conditions exist; the first type being a closed 
boundary (also known as a wall boundary condition) and the second type being an 
open boundary. For the three-dimensional modelling study, specific surface and bed 
boundary conditions also needed to be specified.
5.4.1 Closed Boundary Condition
For a closed boundary condition, as shown in Figure 5.5, no flow is
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Cloved Wuiktliuy
Figure 5.5 Closed Boundary.
allowed across the boundary, so for the closed boundary condition
V( =0  (7 = 1,2,3,4 ;  (4.87)
For the velocity component parallel to the closed boundary, this term can be
expressed as follows;
Ubi= W i = 0,1,2 , 3 , 4 ;  (4.88)
where A = -1 for a no-slip boundary, A = 1 for a free-slip boundary, and 0 < A < 1
for a partial slip boundary
The closed boundary condition for the solute transport is:
which means that there is no solute flux across a wall boundary. The subscript w 
indicates that the value was taken from the wall boundary and n indicates that the 
direction is perpendicular to the wall.
dtp
dn
5.4.2 Open Boundary Condition
For an open boundary the flow and solute flux were permitted across the boundaries. 
Therefore suitable hydrodynamic and solute flux conditions needed to be satisfied, 
such as a measured water surface level, velocities and solute concentration values. If 
the open boundary was a flow boundary and the velocities at the boundary were 
defined as shown in Figure 5.6, then the following boundary condition could be 
obtained for the hydrodynamics:
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Figure 5.6: Flow Boundary
Ut =Ubi (i=0,J,2,3,4) 
(i=l,2,3,4)
(4.89)
If the open boundary condition was of a water elevation type, as shown in Figure 5.7, 
then the following condition could be obtained for the hydrodynamics conditions:
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V, = Va, (i=l,2,3,4) 
<U, =Ua, 0=0,1,2,3,4)
( , = { „  0=12,3,4)
(4.90)
where is the known water level at the open boundary.
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Figure 5.7: Water Elevation Boundary.
The solute concentration values at the open boundary were described from known 
boundary value, cphi
<pt =q>hl (i=l,2,3,4) (4.91)
5.4.3 Free Surface Boundary
For the three-dimensional model, at the free surface boundary the shear stress was set 
to the wind shear stress, as given by:
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( = P JJV ,JW F+ W y  
* 1  = P .7 j r ,J i r ,2 + W,
(4.92)
The surface boundary condition for the advective-diffusion terms was to set the solute 
flux across the free surface to zero, giving:
(w -w ,)< p -D a ^  = 0
OZ
(4.93)
5.4.4 Bed Boundary
For the bed boundary condition, a no-slip boundary was applied, with the 
corresponding velocity components at the bed being set to zero, giving:
U i.j,kmax+- = 0
V i,j,kmax + - =  0
W'J,kmax+\
©II
(4.94)
For the bed shear stress a logarithmic velocity profile was assumed within the bottom 
layer, with Lin and Falconer (1997b) representing the bed shear stress in the following 
form, and as suggested in French (1986):
1L
P
n+1/2 n-l/2 n+1/2 rt-1/2
u +u u +uk max k max k max k max
2 2
2.5 In 30 d
2.12k
where d is the thickness of the bottom layer, and ks is roughness height.
5.5 Summary
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Details have been given herein of the numerical solution procedures for the 
two-dimensional and layer integrated three-dimensional flow and solute transport 
models. The two-dimensional depth integrated hydrodynamic equations have been 
solved using an Alternating Direction Implicit (ADI) scheme and the ULTIMATE 
QUICKEST scheme has been used to solve the solute transport equations and, in this 
study, to predict both the sediment and bacteria transport processes.
The three-dimensional layer integrated hydrodynamic equations were solved using a 
combined explicit and implicit finite difference method. The advective-diffusive 
equation was solved using an operator splitting scheme, where the equation was split 
into a set of horizontal and vertical equations. The horizontal equations were solved 
using the ULTIMATE QUICKEST scheme and an implicit scheme was used to treat 
the vertical diffusive term, to avoid the use of a very small time step.
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Chapter 6 
Idealised Test Cases
6.1 Introduction
Prior to applying any refined or new numerical model, it is desirable to test the model 
against known analytical results or experimental data to ensure that the model works 
properly. In this chapter, tests have been conducted by using both analytical and 
published experimental results. Derivations o f sediment-bacteria interaction 
analytical solutions are detailed in this chapter. Idealised cases are also set up to 
investigate the effects of different environmental factors and parameters. The 
two-dimensional sediment-bacteria interaction model developed is based on the 
original DIVAST model framework. The DIVAST model has been used by many 
researchers in the past, so only the new sediment-bacteria interaction model has been 
tested against the analytical solutions for re-suspension and deposition of sediment 
and bacteria. The three-dimensional sediment-bacteria interaction has been 
developed around the TRIVAST model framework. The three-dimensional 
hydrodynamic model has been tested against experimental flume data, the sediment 
transport model against published experiment data, and the sediment-interaction 
model against an analytical solution for steady flow conditions.
6.2 Hydrodynamic Model Test
For the 3-D hydrodynamic model tests the model has been tested against flume 
experiment data. These experiments were conducted by Dorcheh (2007) in the
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Hyder Hydraulics Laboratory at Cardiff University. Three sets of experimental data, 
namely non-vegetated open channel flow, submerged vegetated open channel flow 
and emergent vegetated open channel flow were chosen from data collected in a wide 
rectangular experimental flume. In Dorcheh’s (2007) wide channel experiments the 
flume had a width of 1200 mm and a maximum depth of 300 mm. The experiments 
were conducted for non-vegetated and vegetated flow conditions. For the vegetated 
flow conditions, both emergent and submerged vegetated flows were considered for 
three vegetation density conditions, namely: low density, medium density and high 
density. In this study only the low density vegetation data were used to test the 
numerical model.
In these experiments rigid wood rods were used to represent the vegetation. The rods 
used in Dorcheh (2007) were 24 mm in diameter and 180 mm in length for the 
submerged conditions and 300 mm for the emergent conditions. The flow rate was 
kept a constant of 15 1/s for all of these experiments and velocity measurements were 
taken at two cross-sections. The cross-sections were located at the mid-length along 
the flume, i.e. at 4.4 m, and near the end of the channel, i.e. at 1.4 m. In the vertical 
direction measurements were taken at 50 mm from the channel bed and at 50mm 
intervals towards the water surface, i.e. at 50, 100, 150, 200, 250 and 275 mm. Figure
6.1 shows the layout of the cross-sections and the measuring points for different 
experiment conditions. The distance between the rods in the flow direction was 
uniform at 0.208 m.
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Figure 6.1 Layout of cross-section and measuring points for: (a) no vegetation, (b) 
submerged vegetation and (c) emergent vegetation (Dorcheh, 2007)
In order to model the configurations with the rods, the three-dimensional layer
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integrated numerical model was modified to include the effects of the drag force 
induced by the vegetation on the flow structure. The drag force induced per unit 
height of a rigid rod per unit area can be expressed as (Wu et al 2001):
Fx — — ~  CdDvu\Iu2 + v2 + w2Xv
(6 .1)
Fy = - ] - C dDvvJ u2W  + w2\ v
where CD = drag coefficient, which is typically 1.2 for a circular cylinder;
Dv = diameter of the vegetation;
Xv -  vegetation density;
u, v, w = velocity component in x, y and z direction .
For turbulence modelling, a two-layer mixing length model suggested by (Rodi, 1984, 
2000) was included, which has been detailed in Chapter 3.
6.2.1 Non-vegetated Open Channel Flow
Numerical simulations for the case without rods were carried out first. The predicted 
vertical distribution of longitudinal velocity were compared to measured data at the
1.4 m and 4.4m cross-sections. The measurement locations are shown in Figure 6.1 
and comparisons in the results are shown in Figure. 6.2. It can be seen that good 
agreement has been obtained between the measured and calculated results.
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Figure 6.2 Velocity profile comparisons at the 1.4 m and 4.4 m cross-sections for 
non-vegetated flows
6.2.2 Submerged Vegetated Open Channel Flow
The numerical model was then set up to study the submerged vegetation case. 
Calculated vertical distributions of longitudinal velocity were compared to the 
measured data at the 1.4 m and 4.4 m cross-section respectively and along the middle 
of the flume. The comparisons are shown in Figure. 6.3. Again good agreement has 
been obtained between the measured and calculated results. It can be seen from 
Figure 6.3 that the existence of vegetation decelerates the velocities (or total flow 
component) in the vegetation layer, whereas the flow velocity or flow is accelerated in 
the non-vegetated layer.
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Figure 6.3 Velocity profile comparisons at the 1.4 m and 4.4 m cross-sections for 
submerged vegetation flow
6.2.3 Emergent Vegetated Open Channel Flow
Figure 6.4 shows comparisons of the simulated vertical velocity distribution against 
experiment data for flow through emergent vegetation. Again it can be seen that the 
comparisons are encouraging. From the predicted results it can be seen that the 
velocity distribution over an emergent vegetation layer is nearly uniform, apart from 
very close to the bed.
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Figure 6.4 Velocity profile comparisons at the 1.4 m and 4.4 m cross-sections for 
emergent vegetation flow.
It can be seen from above results, the hydrodynamic model has produced good 
agreements for all three test cases, by using a simple two layer mixing length 
turbulence model.
6.3 Sediment Transport Model Test
The sediment transport part of the model used for this study was validated against two 
published test cases. One was for net entrainment, based on a test conducted by van 
Rijn (1986), and the other being a zero entrainment case, based on tests conducted by 
Wang and Ribberink (1986).
6.3.1 Test Case 1: Net Entrainm ent Test
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Laboratory experiments and numerical model simulation results were reported by van 
Rijn (1986), based on experiments conducted in a 30 m long, 0.5 m wide and 0.7 m 
deep flume. The water depth was 0.25 m, the mean velocity was 0.67m/s and the 
bed sediment grain size characteristics were
D50 = 230fim and Dgo = 320jum respectively. Based on the representative particle size
the suspended sediment particle size was found to be about 200 pm, resulting in a fall 
velocity of about 0.03 m/s. Detailed measurements of the sediment concentration 
profile can be found in van Rijn (1986). The laboratory experimental data were also 
reproduced numerically by Lin and Falconer (1996), Wu et al (2000) and Liang et al 
(2005) to validate their suspended sediment transport models.
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Figure 6.5 Net entrainment experimental set up (van Rijn 1986)
The three-dimensional layer integrated model’s predicted and measured sediment 
concentrations were compared at four sections, which are shown in Figure 6.6. It 
can be seen that the level of agreement between the numerical model and the 
experiment results are very encouraging, which demonstrates that the entrainment 
mechanisms as represented by this sediment transport formulation are encouragingly 
accurate.
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Figure 6.6 Comparison of predicted and measured sediment concentrations for 
net entrainment test
6.3.2 Test Case 2: Zero Entrainm ent at the Bed:
An experimental programme for measuring the sediment concentration profile in a 
steady horizontal uniform flow over a porous bed was undertaken by Wang and 
Ribberink (1986). The corresponding experimental results have been used to 
validate the numerical model refined for this study. The experimental layout is 
shown in Figure 6.7. In these experimental tests sediment was supplied above the 
water surface, at the upstream end of the inflow section, and as shown in Figure 6.7. 
A perforated bottom was used to trap the sediment particles in contact with the bed, 
with the sediment flux near the bed being —wssa , since re-suspension hardly occurred 
for these tests.
The water depth was 0.215 m, the upstream discharge was 0.06 m3/s, the fall velocity 
ws = 0.007 m/s and k = 0.4. In the numerical model 7 layers were used in the
vertical direction and 92 grids cells in the x-direction, with a regular grid size of 0.25 
m.
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Figure 6.7 Zero entrainment experiment set up (Wang and Ribberink 1986)
The model predicted and measured sediment concentrations were compared at six 
sections, as shown in Figure 6.8. It can be seen from these comparisons that the 
agreement between the numerically predicted and the experimentally measured results 
are again encouraging, which demonstrates that the transport mechanism for this 
sediment transport model is performing fairly accurately.
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Figure 6.8 Comparison of sediment concentrations for zero entrainment test.
6.4 Sediment-bacteria Interaction Model Test
In this section three analytical solutions for sediment-bacteria interaction case studies 
have been investigated, namely for a deposition, re-suspension and a vertical 
distribution test. These solutions were first derived and the numerical model was 
then set up for validation cases. The numerically predicted results were compared 
with the analytical results in order to validate the sediment-bacteria interaction 
properties of the numerical model. After validating the numerical model against 
these analytical solutions, the numerical model was then validated against a published 
artificial flooding case.
6.4.1 Derivation of Analytical Solutions
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Case 1: Deposition test
Bed sediin0 it
Figure 6.9 Illustration of test case set up
This test was set up to represent the deposition processes of attached bacteria due to a 
sediment-bacteria interaction, as illustrated in Figure 6.9. P is the bacteria
concentration on the suspended sediments in cfu/(\0~]g)  , and the bacteria 
concentration on the bed sediments is Pb in cfu/(\0~lg ) ,  H  is the water depth and 
hb is the bed sediment thickness. S0 is the initial sediment concentration in the 
water column in k g /m 3, which is set to be a constant. CT is the total bacteria 
concentration in the water column in cfu /100m/.
To simplify this problem, some basic assumptions have been made including:
1. The sediment particle size was assumed to be uniform across the domain, so that 
the settling velocity ws was set to be a constant.
2. The initial sediment concentration SQ was assumed to be greater than the
equilibrium concentration Se, which meant that the sediment and attached bacteria
settle down onto the bed and the concentration of the sediment and bacteria in 
water column would keep decreasing until equilibrium had been reached.
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3. The bacteria decay rate was assumed to be a constant in the water column and the 
decay process in bed sediments was neglected (or treated as conservative).
And then the bacteria and sediment concentrations in the water column and bed can 
be obtained analytically. Details of the solutions are given in the following.
Under steady and uniform flow conditions the governing equation for total bacteria 
can be simplified to the following form:
^ £ l  = . L  c pk - k C T (6.2)
dt H  * T
where represents the reduction of bacteria due to the deposition of sediment 
which is given as:
C ' = q depP = ywsP(Sg- a S )  (6.3)
and
P= K °Ct (6.4)
i + a :ds
where k is the decay rate.
So in equation (6.2) can be expressed in the following form:
dCT _ yws K d Ct 
~d T ~  H  1 + K d
(Se -  a S )  -  kCT (6.5)
The sediment concentration in this equation can be obtained by solving the sediment 
transport equation. Under steady and uniform flow conditions the governing 
equation for suspended sediment transport can be simplified as follow:
^ -  = ^ f { S e - a S )  (6.6)
at H
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Yuan (2007) derived an analytical solution for this sediment transport equation (6.6) 
and is given as:
1 f  1
s  = _ s , +  s 0— s ,
a  \  a  J
e u (6.7)
where
A = ^  (6.8)
H
By using this analytical solution for sediment transport equation, the analytical 
solution of equation (6.5) can similarly be derived.
For the derivation of the analytical solution for equation (6.5), an operator splitting 
scheme is used. This equation can be treated as the combination of the following 
two equations:
dCr yws k dc t
dt H  1 + K dS
0s e - a s ) (6.9)
= -kC T (6.10)
dt
Yuan (2007) derived the analytical solution of equation (6.9) to validate his heavy
dCmetal model, together with the analytical solution for — -  = -k C T given
dt
asCr = C1°e~kt. Hence the analytical solution of equation (6.5) can be obtained by
combining these two analytical solutions to give:
C = a  + KD[S'+ {aS0- S e)e ] c „ h 
a<\ + K„St )
Case 2: Re-suspension test
This case is based on the deposition test, except that the initial conditions are now 
changed so that the initial sediment concentration SQ is set lower than the
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equilibrium value Se and the initial bacteria concentration in bed sediment Ph is set 
to be a constant other than zero.
In this case the fate and transport of the total bacteria can also be expressed using 
equation (6.5), but here C/7 represents the source of bacteria due to sediment erosion, 
giving:
C ph = qm Pb = y ™ M S e-ccS)  (6 .12)
Assuming a first order decay for the bacteria concentration in the bed sediments, then:
p „ = p y t“ (6.i3)
f ^ L  = Z ^ P V v (S - a S ) - k C T (6.14)
dt H b ' T
which gives the analytical solution as:
CT = [Cr° + ^ ^ — (5 - « 5 0X\ - e - MW u (6.15)
a
Case 3: Equilibrium Vertical Concentration Distribution
For equilibrium conditions, occurring for steady and uniform flow, and with the only
source of bacteria being assumed to occur from the bed sediments, then the total
bacteria transport equation can be simplified to give:
W'Cp - Dr ^  = 0 (6.16)
where cp = attached bacteria concentration;
cT = total bacteria concentration 
Referring to equations (4.25) and (4.26), then the attached bacteria concentration can be
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represented as:
KdS
C =  ------   Cr
p 1 + k ds
(6.17)
For equilibrium conditions, the sediment transport equation can be simplified to give:
wsS + A . - ^  = 0 (6.18)
oz
For an assumed constant mixing coefficient, if the reference sediment concentration 
Sflis known, then the sediment concentration profile can be obtained by solving 
equation (6.18), which gives:
ws ( a - z )
S = Sae D‘ (6.19)
Substituting equation (6.17) and (6.19) into equation (6.16) gives:
ws ( a - z )
K nS,e  D" „  dc,
dz- - - - -  -,,(«> ct +d * ^ l =0 (6-2°)
1 + KDSae D‘
By solving this equation, the vertical bacteria concentration profile can be obtained 
under equilibrium conditions, giving:
ws ( a - z )
c ^  = X + KDSae—
1 + K DSa
where ca = SaPh, which is the reference level bacteria concentration.
6.4.2 Validation of Numerical Model against Analytical Solutions:
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In this section details are given of the testing of the sediment-bacteria interaction 
model against the three analytical solutions derived in the previous section.
Casel: Deposition
The computational parameters were set as follows:
1. Water depth = l m ,  grid step size = 1 m and time step = 10 s.
2. Parameters for sediment transport: a = 1 , y = 1 and the fall velocity
ws = 0.001m /  5. The equilibrium sediment concentration Se was set to 1 kg /  m3.
3. Partition coefficient KD set to 101 /  g . Initial sediment concentration was set to 
be 2kg /  m3 and the initial bacterial concentration in the water column was set 
to l00c/w /100m /. These parameter values gave an initial ratio of attached 
bacteria to total bacteria of about 0.952. The decay rate in the water column was 
set to 1 day'1, and the decay in the bed sediments was assumed to be zero.
4. Initial bacteria bed concentration was assumed to be zero.
The comparisons between the model calculated and analytical solutions are shown in 
Figure 6.10a, 6.10b, 6.10c, 6.10d. From these plots it can be seen that the model 
predicted results are nearly identical to the analytical solution for the bacteria and 
suspended sediment concentrations. The good agreement demonstrates that the 
numerical solution of deposition is correct. Figure 6.10b shows that the sediment 
deposition processes reach the equilibrium condition after about 3600 seconds, or 1 
hour. After reaching equilibrium conditions the sediment concentrations were kept at a 
constant level. The decay process meant that the total bacteria concentration kept 
reducing after equilibrium conditions had been achieved for the sediment transport. 
It can be seen that the bacteria loss due to the sediment deposition occurred in a fairly 
short time compared to the loss due to decay.
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Figure 6.10b Comparison of sediment concentration for deposition test
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Figure 6.10d Comparison of attached bacteria concentration for deposition test 
Case 2: Re-suspension
The set up of the numerical model for this case was the same as that for case 1, except 
for changes in some initial conditions. For this case S0 = 0 , CT = 0
a n d = \0 0 c fu /O.lg .
The comparison between the model predicted and analytical solutions are shown in 
Figures 6.11a, 6.11b, 6.11c, 6.lid . From these results it can be seen that the model 
results are again nearly identical to the analytical results for both the bacteria and
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suspended sediment concentrations. The good agreement between both sets of 
results again demonstrates that the numerical solution of re-suspension is correct. 
Figure 6.11b shows that the sediment re-suspension processes reached equilibrium 
conditions again after about 3600 seconds or 1 hour. After equilibrium conditions 
had been achieved the sediment concentration remained at a constant level. The 
bacteria concentration level decreased gradually, which was due to decay of the 
bacteria. During the re-suspension processes the decay process was suppressed by 
the quick increase of the bacteria level due to the re-suspension.
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Figure 6.11a Comparison of total bacteria concentration for re-suspension test
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Figure 6.1 Id Comparison of attached bacteria concentration for re-suspension 
test
Case 3: Vertical Distribution
For this case the numerical model was validated against the analytical concentration 
profile. The following parameters were used. H = 1.0 m, Sa = 1 kg /  m3, a = 0.05 m, 
ws = 0.02m/ s , u. = 0.1 m /  s and kvon = 0.4 . Pb = 100c fu /  O.lg and KD = \ 0l /  g  .
ill
The mixing coefficient was set to Dtz -  — ku .H , as suggested in Van Rijn (1993). The
6
model was divided in to 10 layers vertically, and the layer thickness was assumed to 
be uniform.
Comparisons between the model predicted and analytical solutions are shown in 
Figure 6.12a, 6.12b. From these comparisons it can be seen that the model results 
are again virtually identical to the analytical results for the vertical distribution 
profiles of bacteria and suspended sediments.
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Figure 6.12a Sediment concentration profile
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Figure 6.12b Total bacteria concentration profile
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Case 4: A Simplified Artificial Flooding Case Study
The numerical model was then tested against the results from a published artificial 
flooding study. Muirhead et al (2004) conducted a study in Topehaehae Stream in 
the Waikato Region, New Zealand, to investigate the bacteria transport during floods. 
This study was reproduced by Bai and Lung (2005). The median flow rate was 260 
1/s and the average stream width was 5.8 m. The stream was relatively straight and 
was therefore simplified to a straight and uniform river. A water supply reservoir, 
located at the upstream end of the river, was used as the source of water for the 
artificial flooding. The reservoir was the only source of water supply during the 
artificial flooding experiment. The artificial floods were created by opening the valve 
of a dam for over 30 min, holding the valve for 20 min, and then closing the valve 
over 10 min for three successive days and with the peak flow reaching 4300 1/s. 
Faecal bacteria and turbidity were sampled at sites A and B, located at 1.3 and 2.5 km 
downstream of the reservoir respectively. A weir equation was used at the 
downstream boundary. A detailed account of the artificial flooding procedure is 
given in Muirhead et al. (2004) and Bai and Lung (2005).
The initial faecal bacteria and sediment concentration levels were set to zero. The 
faecal bacteria concentration in the river bed was set to 1,000,000 cfu/g and the ratio 
of attached faecal bacteria was set to 0.8. The purpose of this model test study was 
to demonstrate the ability of the model to simulate sediment and bacteria 
re-suspension and deposition under artificial flooding conditions. Due to the limited 
data availability for this experiment, an accurate match with the predicted numerical 
model results cannot be expected. However, a comparison of the model predicted 
results and the measurements is shown in Figure 6.13. The model has reproduced 
the re-suspension and deposition patterns of the sediment and E coli levels reasonably
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well. The differences between the two set of data can explained, not only by the lack 
of experimental data, but also in that the experimental measurements included 
turbidity, whereas in the numerical model sediment concentrations were predicted. 
This was also noted by Bai and Lung (2005).
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Figure 6.13 Comparison of model results and site data at Site A.
6.5 Idealised Case Application
The sediment-bacteria interaction model has been shown to accurately solve the 
governing equations and can therefore be used with some confidence to investigate 
the effects of sediment on the fate and transport of bacteria. In this section idealised 
test cases were set up to study the effect of removing bacteria from the water column 
and the subsequent re-suspension of bacteria from the bed.
6.5.1 Removal of Bacteria from the Water Column due to Sediment
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6.5.1.1 Effect of the partition coefficient
In order to investigate the effect of the partition coefficient on the removal of bacteria 
from the water column, partition coefficient K D values of 10I /  g  , 1/ /  g  , 
0.1/ /  g  and 0.01/ /  g  were used. The initial bacteria bed concentration was assumed 
to be zero, the initial sediment concentration was set to be 2kg/in land  the initial 
bacterial concentration in the water column was set tol00c/w /100m /. The decay 
rate in water column was set to 1 /  day and the decay rate in the bed sediments was 
assumed to be zero. The parameters for sediment transport were: a = 1 ,y = 1 and 
the fall velocity ws = 0.001 m /  s . The equilibrium sediment concentration Se was 
set to b e lk g / m 3.
The numerical model results are shown in Figure 6.14a, 6.14b, 6.14c. It was 
observed that with a higher partition coefficient then lower total bacteria 
concentrations were predicted. The reason for this finding is that the higher partition 
coefficient gave higher ratios of attached bacteria to total bacteria for the same 
sediment concentrations, which meant more bacteria being deposited on the bed and 
thereby giving a lower concentration in the water column.
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Figure 6.14b Attached bacteria concentration for different partition coefficients
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Figure 6.14c Free-living bacteria concentration for different partition coefficients
6.5.1.2 Effect of different sediment sizes giving different settling velocities
Settling velocities of >^=0.001 m / s  , 0.0001m / s  , O.OOOOlw/s were used
respectively to consider the effects of particle sediment size on the removal of bacteria 
from the water column. The initial bacteria bed concentration was assumed to be 
zero, the initial sediment concentration was set to be 2kg /  nr and the initial bacterial 
concentration in the water column was set to be 100cfu /100m l . The decay rate in 
water column was set to 1 /  d a y , and the decay rate in the bed sediments was assumed 
to be zero. The partition coefficient K D was set to 1 0 / /g , which gave an initial
ratio of attached to total bacteria of 0.952, which would decrease with a corresponding 
decrease of the sediment concentration in the water column. The equilibrium sediment 
concentration Se was set to 1 k g / m 3.
The numerical model results are shown in Figure 6.15a, 6.15b, 6.15c. It can be seen 
that higher settling velocities reduced the total bacteria concentration level much 
quicker than the lower settling velocity. The concentration of free-living bacteria 
was not affected by the settling velocity. The reduction in the free-living bacteria in
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the water column was therefore purely due to decay.
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Figure 6.15a Total bacteria concentration for different settling velocities
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Figure 6.15b Attached bacteria concentration for different settling velocities
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Figure 6.15c Free-living bacteria concentration for different settling velocities
6.5.2 Re-suspension of Attached Bacteria to Water Column
6.5.2.1 Effect of bed bacteria concentration
The initial bed bacteria concentration assumed in the investigations was 
either 100c/w/0.1 g , or 5 0 c fu /O.lg, orlOcfu/ 0 .\g , with this value being used to 
investigate the effect of the bed concentrations on the re-suspension of the attached 
bacteria. The initial sediment concentration was assumed to be zero and the initial 
bacterial concentration in the water column was also set to zero. The decay rate in 
the water column was set to 1 /  day , and the decay in the bed sediment was assumed to 
be zero. Parameters for the sediment transport model components included: 
a = 1 ,y = 1, fall velocity ws = 0.001 m /  s,  equilibrium sediment concentration Se =
\ k g /  m3 and the partition coefficient KD = 1 0 // g .
The numerical model predictions are shown in Figure 6.16a, 6.16b, 6.16c. From these 
results it can be seen that higher bed bacteria concentrations gave rise to much higher 
bacteria concentrations in the water column. Higher bed bacteria concentrations 
mean that more bacteria contribute to the water column under the same conditions as
« t  Q  
» * 2 .5 aC <u P
^ a «
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for re-suspension, i.e. the bacteria re-suspended into the water column with the 
sediments and then re-partition into the water column.
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Figure 6.16a Total bacteria concentrations for different bed bacteria 
concentrations
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6.5.2.2 Effect of partition coefficient
For this test case different partition coefficients were used to investigate the effect of 
the partition coefficient on the re-suspension of bacteria and the values considered 
included: KD= \0l /  g , 11 / g ,0.1/ / g  0.01/ / g  respectively. The initial bed bacteria 
concentration was assumed to be lOOc/w/O.lg, the initial sediment concentration 
was set to zero and the initial bacterial concentration in the water column was set to 
zero. The decay rate in the water column was set to 1 /  day and the decay rate in the 
bed sediments was assumed to be zero. The governing parameters for the sediment 
transport model were: a = l , y  = l ,  the fall velocity ws =0.001m /s and the
equilibrium sediment concentration Se was set to lk g / i n ’ .
The numerical model results are shown in Figure 6.17a, 6.17b, 6.17c, where it can be 
seen that the partition coefficient does not significantly affect the total bacteria 
concentration in the water column in the re-suspension mode. It only effects the 
partitioning between the attached and free-living bacteria, with a higher partition
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coefficient giving a higher attached bacteria ratio and a lower free-living bacteria 
ratio.
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Figure 6.17a Total bacteria concentrations for different partition coefficients
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Figure 6.17b Attached bacteria concentrations for different partition coefficients
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Figure 6.17c Free-living bacteria concentrations for different partition 
coefficients
6.6 Summary
In this chapter the numerical models have been tested against controlled data, 
primarily in the form of analytical solutions. Flume experimental data were used to 
test the hydrodynamic model; published experimental data were used to test the 
sediment transport model and three sets of analytical solutions were derived and used 
to test the sediment-bacteria interaction model. The sediment-bacteria model was also 
tested against data for an artificial flooding scenario. All of these test cases were 
found to give encouraging results. After validation the models were then set up for 
an idealised case to investigate the effects of different parameters on the deposition 
and re-suspension of bacteria.
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Chapter 7
Modelling Hydrodynamic, Sediment and Bacterial Processes in the 
Bristol Channel and Severn Estuary
7.1 Introduction
The Severn Estuary and Bristol Channel is one of the largest estuaries in the UK and 
is situated on the south west coast between South East Wales and South West England 
(see Figure 7.1). The estuary has the second highest tidal range in the world, with 
these tides, particularly during spring conditions, generating large currents (in excess 
of 3 m/s) and very high suspended concentrations (in excess of 1000 mg/1).
Figure 7.1 Location of the Bristol Channel and Severn Estuary
There are thirty one bathing water compliance locations and twenty nine river input 
catchment outlets around the Severn Estuary, which are summarised in Stapleton et al 
(2007) and illustrated in Figure 7.2. There are also thirty four Waste water 
Treatment Works (W wTW ) outfalls located around the Estuary (see Figure 7.3).
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Figure 7.2: Bathing water compliance monitoring sites, main river catchments 
and locations of outlets to the Severn estuary (Stapleton et al 2007)
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With the Severn Estuary having the second highest tidal range in the word, this makes 
it an ideal basin for extracting tidal energy to supplement the energy demand. There 
are several means by which tidal energy can be extracted from the basin, including: 
tidal stream turbines, tidal lagoons and tidal barrages. Such tidal energy devices and 
structures affect the hydrodynamic features, sediment transport processes and water 
quality characteristics of the basin.
In this chapter the hydrodynamic and sediment-bacteria interaction model was applied 
to the Severn Estuary and Bristol Channel to predict the flow, sediment transport and 
bacterial indicator characteristics across the domain and for a range of different 
scenarios. The numerical model was also refined and set up to investigate the effects 
of tidal barrage on hydrodynamic, sediment transport and bacterial processes along 
the estuary.
7.2 Model Set Up
In this study area one- and two-dimensional flows co-exist along different parts of the 
estuary, and hence a dynamically linked 1-D (FASTER) and 2-D (DIVAST) model 
has been set up for this basin. The various methods frequently used for linking the 
1-D and 2-D models were reviewed in Lin and Falconer (2005). The method used in 
this study was originally developed and detailed in Kashefipour (2002) and 
Kashefipour et al (2002a). The linked numerical model covered the whole of the 
Bristol Channel and the Severn Estuary up to the tidal limit near Gloucester. 
Therefore, the model area was divided into two grid systems, namely the 2-D and 1-D 
regions. The 2-D region covered the Bristol Channel (14,636.2 km2) and outer 
estuary, which was divided into a mesh of 242x168 grid squares, with a size of 600 m 
x 600 m. The 1-D part covered the region from the M4 (new) Severn Bridge (i.e. the
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downstream boundary of the 1-D model) to Haw Bridge (i.e. the upstream boundary). 
This model included a total of 351 cross-sections, with an average distance between 
the cross-sections of 240 m. The downstream (or seaward) boundary was specified 
as a tidal water elevation boundary, whilst the upstream boundary was specified in the 
form of an open flow boundary, which was generally set to the average flow rate for 
the river Severn. For the sediment and bacterial model boundary conditions, it is 
assumed that there is no input of sediment and bacteria from both the seaward and 
upstream boundary. The downstream boundary water level was obtained from the 
Proudman Oceanographic Laboratory (POL) tidal harmonic model for the Bristol 
Channel.
7.2.1 One-dimensional Model Set Up
The one-dimensional model included a total of 351 cross sections along the reach of 
the River Severn. The two-dimensional model provided the water elevation data at 
the downstream boundary of the one-dimensional model. The bed elevation was 
referenced to Ordnance Datum at Avonmouth. The downstream boundary of this 
model was set at the M4 (new) Severn Bridge and the upstream boundary extended to 
the tidal limit of the river at Haw Bridge. The Severn Estuary splits into two 
channels at Upper Parting, namely the East Channel and West Channel, and at Lower 
Parting the two channels of the estuary rejoin. This feature was included in the 
one-dimensional model by using 4 reaches. The first reach was from the M4 (new) 
Severn Bridge to the Lower Parting; the second reach was the East Channel from 
Lower Parting to Upper Parting; the third reach was the West Channel from Lower 
Parting to Upper Parting; and the fourth reach was from Upper Parting to Haw Bridge.
Among the river and WwTW inputs, summarised in Figures 7.2 and 7.3, there are 4 
river inputs and 6 WwTW inputs located in the one-dimensional domain; these are 
listed in Tables 7.1 and 7.2.
Table 7.1: River catchments input in one-dimensional model domain
River inputs Easting Northing
Wye 354231 190223
Little Avon 366257 200314
Frome 375173 210497
Severn 381584 219350
Table 7.2: WwTW inputs in one-dimensional model domain
WwTW inputs Easting Northing
Thombury STW 359990 193010
Sedbury 353990 194420
Lydney 363760 200550
Sharpness 367000 201500
Longhopes STW 369060 217880
Blakeney 369110 206040
Frampton 373570 208530
GLocester Netheridge STW 380900 215900
Cheltenham STW 389930 224860
Glocester Longford STW 384730 221180
7.2.2 Two-dimensional Model Set Up
The two-dimensional model was set up for the Bristol Channel and lower Severn 
Estuary, covering an area of 14,636.2 km , which was divided into a mesh of 242x168 
grid squares, with a size of 600 m x 600 m.
The bed elevation data were referenced to Ordnance Datum (OD) across the domain, 
with the data obtained by digitising the Admiralty Chart and converting the bed data 
from Chart Datum to Ordnance Datum. The bathymetry of the Bristol Channel and 
lower Severn Estuary is shown in Figure 7.4.
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Figure 7.4: Bathymetry of the Bristol Channel and lower Severn Estuary.
Water surface elevations were applied at the seaward boundary. The one-dimensional 
model provided the velocity or discharge data at the upstream boundary of the 
two-dimensional model. The river catchment input locations and the WwTW input 
locations for the two-dimensional domain are summarised in Tables 7.3 and 7.4.
Table 7.3: River catchment inputs for two-dimensional domain
No River input Easting Northing
1 Tawe 266598 191653
2 Nedd 271881 192432
3 Afan 274556 188667
4 Kenfig 277919 183473
5 Ogwr 286123 175787
6 Ely 318583 172672
5 Taff 318218 172672
8 Rhymney 322282 177474
9 Ebbw 331480 183805
10 Usk 331798 183633
15 Avon 350115 178583
16 Portbury Ditch 347817 177420
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17 Land Yeo 338862 170310
18 Congresbury Yeo 336494 166748
19 Banwell 336494 166748
20 Axe 330852 158536
21 Brue 329428 147527
22 Parrett 329130 146844
23 Kilve Stream 314335 144453
24 Doniford Stream 309059 143213
25 Washford River 306997 143524
26 Pill River 302706 143520
27 Avill River 300883 144247
28 Aller-Homer Water 289210 148512
29 East-West Lyn 272291 149678
Table 7.4: WwTW inputs for two-dimensional domain
No. WwTW inputs Easting Northing
1 Overton WwTW 246395 184485
2 Southgate WwTW 255385 187005
3 Bishopston WwTW 258605 187305
4 Swansea WwTW 268370 189437
5 Afan WWTW 274055 185075
6 Pen y Bont WwTW 287845 176845
7 Llantwit Major WWTW 296355 167145
8 The Leys outfall, Aberthaw 302305 165605
9 Cardiff WWTW 325085 173955
10 Cog Moors WwTW 319306 167576
11 Nash WwTW 333455 184115
12 Ponthir WwTW 334665 190435
13 Magor Brewery Effluent 343765 184585
24 Avonmouth WwTW 351900 180700
25 Portbury Wharf WwTW 348550 178150
26 Kingston Seymour WwTW 338400 168660
27 Wick St Lawrence WwTW 336510 166600
28 Weston-Super-Mare WwTW 330580 158690
29 West Huntspill WwTW 329420 146840
30 Bridgewater WwTW 330340 138810
31 Doniford Outfall 308740 144010
32 Watchet WwTW 306520 144550
33 Minehead WwTW 299450 146970
34 Porlock WwTW 288350 148300
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7.3. Model Calibration and Validation
Before a numerical model is applied to different scenarios, it first needs to be 
calibrated to obtain the best possible match between model predictions and measured 
data. In this study the hydrodynamic model was calibrated against Admiralty Chart 
data at Sites F, M and V. After calibration the hydrodynamic model was validated 
against measurement data at Site S Wales and Minehead. The locations of these 
calibration and validation sites are shown in Figure 7.5. The sediment transport and 
bacteria transport model were calibrated against measured data, in order to predict the 
enterococci concentrations at compliance points located along the estuary. The time 
step was set to 25s. The momentum correction factor was set to 1.016 and wind stress 
was not considered in this study.
S Wales
South erndown
recco Bay
.Minehead
Figure 7.5: Location of calibration sites
7.3.1 Hydrodynamic Model Calibration and Validation
The measured discharges at the tidal limit of the River Severn were not available.
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Averaged discharges over the simulation period were used as upstream boundary. The 
seaward boundary water levels were predicted using the POL Bristol Channel model, 
which is shown in Figure 7.6. A period of 300 hours was selected for the simulation 
time and this covered the data measuring period, which included a spring tide, a neap 
tide and mid-tide cycles.
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Figure 7.6: Water elevations at the seaward boundary
The main hydrodynamic parameter used for hydrodynamic model calibration is the 
bed roughness. In this study the two-dimensional model bed roughness was 
represented as an equivalent roughness length ks , which can be easily related to bed
forms. For the one-dimensional part of the estuary, the Manning’s n roughness 
coefficient was used. A number of simulations were carried out and the calibrated 
roughness length was found to be 35mm for the two-dimensional region of the model. 
For the one-dimensional model part, the calibrated Manning’s roughness coefficient 
was optimised at 0.022.
The velocities at the three Admiralty Chart data sites, including Sites F, M and V, were 
used for the hydrodynamic calibration of the model. The model was then run to
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predict the hydrodynamic features and the predictions were compared to the values at 
these calibration sites, for both spring and neap tides.
Spring tide
Comparisons o f the Admiralty Chart data and the predicted current speeds and 
directions at sites F, M and V are shown in Figures 7.7, 7.8 and 7.9 respectively for a 
spring tide. Relatively good agreement has been obtained between the measured 
data and the model predicted current speeds and directions, for the spring tide cycle.
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Figure 7.7: Com parison of cu rren t speeds and directions at Site F
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Figure 7.9: Com parison of cu rren t speeds and directions at Site V
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Neap tide
Comparisons of the Admiralty Chart data and predicted current speeds and directions 
at Sites F, M and V for the neap tide are shown in Figures 7.10, 7.11 and 7.12 
respectively. Again relatively good agreement has been obtained between the 
measured data and model predicted current speeds and directions for a neap tide 
cycle.
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Figure 7.10: Comparison of current speeds and directions at Site F for neap tide
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Figure 7.11: Comparison of current speeds and directions at Site M for neap tide
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Figure 7.12: Comparison of current speeds and directions at Site V for neap tide
After calibration of the hydrodynamic model, the model was then verified using four
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sets of observed velocities and water depth data at two survey sites, namely S Wales 
and Minehead. The comparisons between the model predicted and measured water 
depths, and the current speeds and directions are shown in Figures 7.13, 7.14, 7.15 
and 7.16. Again good agreement has been obtained between both sets o f results. 
Figure 7.17a to 7.17d show the predicted currents for a spring tidal cycle, whereas 
Figures 7.18a to 7.18d show the predicted currents for a neap tidal cycle with the tidal 
phases reference to the seaward boundary.
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Figure 7.13: Comparison of water depths and current speeds and directions at
S Wales for 24th July 2001 Survey
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S Wales for 26 '"July 2001 Survey
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Figure 7.16: Comparison of water depths and current speeds and directions at 
Minehead for 1st August 2001 Survey
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Figure 7.17a: Predicted current speeds at mean ebb for spring tide
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Figure 7.17b: Predicted current speeds at low w ater level for spring tide
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Figure 7.17c: Predicted current speeds at mean flood for spring tide
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Figure 7.17d: Predicted current speeds at high water level for spring tide
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Figure 7.18a: Predicted current speeds at mean flood for neap tide
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Figure 7.18b: Predicted current speeds at high w ater level for neap tide
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Figure 7.18c: Predicted curren t speeds at mean ebb for neap tide
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Figure 7.18d: Predicted curren t speeds at low w ater level for neap tide
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7.3.2 Sediment Transport Model Calibration
To simulate sediment transport processes in the Severn Estuary, both the cohesive and 
non-cohesive sediment transport processes needed to be considered. The grain size of 
the sediment in the Severn Estuary was provided in Stapleton et al (2007), based on 
analysing samples from four sites. The mean values of 0.026, 0.058, 0.126 and 0.15 
mm were obtained for the non-cohesive sediments, based on the corresponding D16, 
D50, D84, and D90 values respectively. For cohesive sediments, the average size 
was in the range o f 0.010 to 0.063mm. The calibrated critical shear stresses for 
deposition and erosion were 0.1A^/w2and 2N  /  m2 respectively.
The numerical model predictions for the suspended sediment concentrations were 
compared with field measured data, with the predictions being compared at two sites, 
namely Southemdown and Trecco bay, where field data were available. Typical 
comparisons between both sets o f data are shown in Figures 7.19 and 7.20. The 
results have shown that the numerical model gave reasonably good predictions. 
Figures 7.21 and 7.22 show the non-cohesive sediment concentration distribution in 
the Severn Estuary for a spring tide and neap tide cycle respectively with the tidal 
phases reference to seaward boundary. Similarly Figures 7.23 and 7.24 show the 
cohesive sediment concentration distributions for both the spring and neap tide cycles 
respectively. It can be seen that both the non-cohesive and cohesive sediment 
concentrations are very high in the Severn Estuary during spring tides, however, 
during neap tides the predicted sediment concentrations were relatively low.
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Figure 7.19 Suspended sediment concentrations at Southerndown
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Figure 7.20 Suspended sediment concentrations at Trecco Bay
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Figure 7.21a: Non-cohesive sedim ent concentration distributions at mean ebb
spring tide
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Figure 7.21b: Non-cohesive sediment concentration distributions at low w ater
spring tide
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Figure 7.21c: Non-cohesive sedim ent concentration distributions at mean flood 
spring tide
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Figure 7.21d: Non-cohesive sediment concentration distributions at high w ater
spring tide
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Figure 7.22a: Non-cohesive sediment concentration distributions at mean flood 
neap tide
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Figure 7.22b: Non-cohesive sediment concentration distributions at high w ater
level neap tide
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Figure 7.22c: Non-cohesive sediment concentration distributions at mean ebb 
neap tide
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Figure 7.22d: Non-cohesive sediment concentration distributions at low w ater
neap tide
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Figure 7.23a: Cohesive sedim ent concentration distributions at mean ebb spring 
tide
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Figure 7.23b: Cohesive sedim ent concentration distributions at low w ater spring
tide
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Figure 7.23c: Cohesive sedim ent concentration distributions at mean flood 
spring tide
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Figure 7.23d: Cohesive sediment concentration distributions a t high w ater spring
tide
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Figure 7.24a: Cohesive sediment concentration distributions at mean flood neap 
tide
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Figure 7.24b: Cohesive sediment concentration distributions at high w ater neap
tide
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Figure 7.24c: Cohesive sediment concentration distributions at mean ebb neap 
tide
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Figure 7.24d: Cohesive sediment concentration distributions a t low w ater neap
tide
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7.3.3 Bacterial Transport Model Calibration
The new EU bathing water quality directive 2006/7/EC was adopted on 15th Febuary 
2006 and will repeal the old Directive 76/160/EEC by the end of 2014. In the new 
directive the number of water quality indicators to be monitored has been reduced 
from nineteen to two, i.e. E Coli and Enterococci (EC 2006/7C). Therefore, in this 
study enterococci were chosen as indicator bacteria to investigate the bathing water 
quality at the compliance sites.
The main parameter to be calibrated in the numerical model for bacterial prediction is 
usually the decay rate, which depends on a number of environmental parameters. 
Therefore, the decay rate can vary for different survey conditions and needs to be 
estimated for the prevailing weather and water conditions at the time of study. In 
this study a dynamic decay rate was used to include the effects of light intensity and 
suspended sediment concentration, with these data being obtained from field and 
experimental studies by Stapleton et al (2007). Due to the lack of bed enterococci 
concentration distribution and partition coefficient data, different initial bed 
enterococci concentrations and partition coefficient were used to show how sensitive 
the enterococci distributions were to these parameters, the result were shown in next 
section. Stapleton et al (2007) used artificial light to reproduce the correct solar 
spectrum and intensity, as observed between 10:00 and 14:00 hours from beginning of 
July to the end of August. The following regression equation was obtained from 
these data to give the following relationship for the enterococci decay rate:
Light excluding outliers: Log T90 = 0.0047 Turbidity + 0.677 ± 0.2070
Dark excluding outliers: Log T90 = 0.0019 Turbidity + 1.237 ± 0.199  ^ ^
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In the above equation the turbidity is related to the suspended sediment concentrations 
by the following equation:
Turbidity = 139.479 Log SS - 244.736 ± 32.678 (7.2)
The suspended sediment concentrations are given in mg/1, with the values obtained 
from the sediment transport model.
The above relationships are derived based on assumption of constant light intensity. 
In order to take account o f the effect o f time variation of light intensity, Stapleton et al 
(2007) have used the following equation to represent theT90:
T,„ = T j  + ( T j  - T j )  (7.3)
where: T901 is the enterococci mortality rate depending on surface sunlight (7):
T901 = In l0 /( l .lx l0 '5 7)/60 = 3.5x1 O V ;
T90*1 = ln l0 /( l . lx l0 '5 7*)/60;
In which 7* is the fixed irradiance for the T90 vs. turbidity, obtained from experiments 
(Wm*2); and T902 is the enterococci mortality rate obtained from the laboratory 
experimental equation. The light intensity used in this study has been provided by 
Environment Agency, which is shown in the Figure 7.25.
The empirical equation (7.1) was obtained using the T90 values decided from saline 
water sample from the estuary. Therefore the T90 values have already included the 
effect o f salinity on the decay rate. So the effect o f salinity on the decay rate was not 
considered using separated equation.
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Figure 7.25: Irradiance data at Swansea
The enteroccocci loads to the Severn Estuary from the catchment rivers and WwTWs 
in this study have been provided by Stapleton et al (2007). Stapleton et al (2007) 
applied models developed by CREH (Centre for Research into Environment and 
Health) to predict the enterococci concentrations at the outlets of river catchments, 
which discharge to the Severn Estuary. In these models the water quality data are 
described as land cover data. Enterococci loads from the WwTWs were calculated 
by Stapleton et al (2007) by using effluent bacterial concentrations obtained through 
past empirical studies, combined with flow estimated from the Environment Agency 
and Water Companies data sources.
For the bacteria model calibration, results from the model, including and excluding 
sediment effects on bacteria, were compared with the field data. The comparisons are 
shown below in Figures 7.26 and 7.27. It can be seen that the model without the 
inclusion of the sediment effects on the bacteria transport predicted almost no bacteria 
concentrations at both sites; however, this result was known to be incorrect. The 
numerical model predictions with sediment effects on bacteria being included gave 
reasonable predictions at both sites, although the enterococci concentration levels 
were relatively low.
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Figure 7.26 Enterococci concentration comparisons at Trecco Bay
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Figure 7.27: Enterococci concentration comparisons at Southerndown
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7.4 Model Application
After calibration and validation of the numerical model, the model was applied to 
investigate the hydrodynamic processes and the sediment and enterococci 
concentration distributions for different scenarios. The model was used to 
investigate the sediment effects on the enterococci distributions in the Severn estuary, 
and also significance of different enterococci inputs, such as inputs from the rivers, 
outfalls and the bed sediments. Sediment effects on bacteria fluxes in the Severn 
Estuary were also investigated for differing weather conditions i.e. dry and wet 
weather conditions. Six investigation sites were chosen from the bathing water 
compliance sites, as illustrated in Figure 7.2 and listed in Table 7.5.
Table 7.5 Investigation site location
Bathing waters OS grid 
(metres)
Easting Northing
a Port Eynon Bay 247200 184800
i Rest Bay Porthcawl 280000 177900
m Cold Knap Barry 309650 166400
q Weston-s-Mare Sand Bay 333000 163500
w Blue Anchor West 302300 143500
B Combe Martin 253550 147920
The sediment concentrations over the simulation period at the chosen bathing water 
compliance sites are shown in Figure 7.28.
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Figure 7.28: Suspended sediment concentrations at the investigation bathing
w ater compliance sites
7.4.1 Sensitivity Test to Bed Bacteria Concentration
Due to the lack of bed enterococci concentration distribution data, different initial bed 
enterococci concentrations were used to show how sensitive the enterococci 
distributions were to the bed concentrations. Enterococci concentrations in the 
sediment samples from Beachley Slip and Weston-Super-Mare were investigated by 
Stapleton et al (2007) and it was found that the enterococci concentrations in the bed 
sediments analyzed were between 3cfu/g and 1088cfu/g. Therefore in this study the 
bed sediment enterococci concentrations were set to be Ocfu/g, lOOcfu/g, 500cfu/g and 
lOOOcfu/g to test the effects of the initial bed bacteria concentrations on the 
concentrations at the bathing water compliance locations detailed earlier.
During the spring tide cycle, the currents in the domain were very high, leading to 
very high suspended sediment concentrations. The sediments re-suspended from the 
bed were the dominant constituents. Therefore, under the condition of high bed 
enterococci concentrations, the concentration of bacteria was higher than the 
condition without sediment effects being included with the bacteria. It can be seen
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from Figure 7.29 that during a spring tide (i.e. 0-100 hours) the enterococci 
concentrations at the bathing water compliance sites were following the sediment 
re-suspension trends, especially for high bed enterococci concentrations. This was 
because during a spring tide the sediment was re-suspended from the bed and the 
enterococci bacteria were re-suspended, together with the sediments being eroded into 
the overlaying water column. Also, higher initial bed concentrations gave higher 
enterococci concentrations in the water column during spring tides.
During neap tides, the current speed was much smaller than for a spring tide and the 
shear stress was not large enough to re-suspend bed sediment. Hence, the sediment 
concentrations were fairly low. Instead o f re-suspension of bacteria from the bed, 
the bacteria were deposited on the bed from the water column. During neap tides 
(200-300 hours) the enterococci concentrations were not significantly affected by the 
initial enterococci concentrations assumed on the bed sediments. The reason for this 
observation is that during neap tides the flow and shear stress are not strong enough to 
re-suspend sediments from the bed, and with sediment deposition being the dominant 
process.
The bed bacteria concentration plays an important role in governing the concentration 
of the overlay water column, especially during conditions of significant sediment 
transport activity. Figures 30a to 30d and 31a to 3 Id show the enterococci 
concentration distributions throughout the domain over a spring and neap tide 
respectively for different initial bed enterococci concentrations.
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Figure 7.29: Comparison of enterococci concentrations at bathing water
compliance sites for different initial bed concentrations
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Figure 7.30a: Comparison of enterococci concentrations for different initial bed 
concentrations at mean ebb spring tide
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Figure 7.30b: Comparison of enterococci concentrations for different initial bed
concentrations at low w ater spring tide
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Figure 7.30c: Comparison of enterococci concentrations for different initial bed 
concentrations at mean flood spring tide
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Figure 7.30d: Comparison of enterococci concentrations for different initial bed
concentrations at high w ater spring tide
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Figure 7.31a: Comparison of enterococci concentrations for different initial bed 
concentrations at mean flood neap tide
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Figure 7.31b: Comparison of enterococci concentrations for different initial bed
concentrations at high water neap tide
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Figure 7.31c: Com parison of enterococci concentrations for different initial bed 
concentrations at mean ebb neap tide
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Figure 7.31 d: Com parison of enterococci concentrations for different initial bed
concentrations a t low w ater neap tide.
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7.4.2 Sensitivity to partition coefficient test
From Figure 7.32 it can be seen that during spring tides the bacteria concentrations in 
the water column were affected by the partitioning factor, with the same sediment 
concentrations and larger partitioning coefficients giving rise to higher ratios of 
bacteria attached to the sediments. This accounts for why during spring tides higher 
bacteria concentrations are generally predicted for a lower partition coefficient. 
During neap tides, the partition coefficient does not have such a significant effect on 
the bacteria concentration levels in the water column, which is due to the sediment 
transport process of erosion during neap tides being smaller and the sediment 
concentrations being lower in the water column which, in turn, leads to lower ratios of 
bacteria being attached to the sediments, for both high and low partition coefficients. 
Therefore, only slightly higher concentrations were predicted for lower partition 
coefficients. Figures 33a to 33d and 34a to 34d show the enterococci concentration 
distributions throughout the domain over a spring and neap tide cycle respectively and 
for different partition coefficients.
From these two sensitivity test it can be seen that both the initial bed concentrations 
and the partition coefficients significantly affected the overlaying water column 
enterococci concentrations during spring tides. This was due to the significant 
sediment transport processes during the spring tide. Both the initial bed enterococci 
concentrations and the partition coefficient has a greater effect on the inner estuary 
sites (i.e. sites m, q and w) in comparison with the outer estuary sites (i.e. sites a, i and 
B). This is because the sediment transport fluxes in the inner estuary are much larger 
than the corresponding fluxes and concentrations in the outer estuary.
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Figure 7.32: Comparison of enterococci concentrations at bathing w ater
compliance sites for different partition coefficients
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Figure 7.33a: Comparison of enterococci concentrationsfor different partition 
coefficients at mean ebb spring tide.
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Figure 7.33b: Com parison of enterococci concentrations for different partition
coefficients at low w ater spring tide
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Figure 7.33c: Comparison of enterococci concentrations for different partition 
coefficients at mean flood spring tide
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Figure 7.33d: Comparison of enterococci concentrations for different partition
coefficients at high w ater spring tide
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Figure 7.34a: Comparison of enterococci concentrations for different partition 
coefficients at mean flood neap tide
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Figure 7.34b: Comparison of enterococci concentrations for different partition
coefficients at high w ater neap tide
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Figure 7.34d: Comparison of enterococci concentrations for different partition
coefficients at low w ater neap tide
7.4.3 Significance of Different Sources of Bacteria
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In this section the significance of different enterococci sources, namely bed sediments, 
river and outfall source inputs, have been investigated for both dry and wet weather 
conditions.
From Figure 7.35 it can be seen that during dry weather conditions, and for spring 
tides (0-100hr), the contribution of enterococci inputs from both the river and outfall 
sources lead to relatively low concentrations compared to the contribution from the 
bed sediments. The reason for this is that there is significant sediment transport 
erosion and flux during spring tides. During neap tides (200-3OOhr) and within the 
inner estuary (i.e. at sites m, site q and site w), the contribution to the enterococci 
concentrations from both the rivers and outfalls are also lower than the enterococci 
concentrations components from the bed sediments. During neap tides in the outer 
estuary, where the sediment transport is not significant, then the contribution to the 
enterococci concentrations are low from all sources. Figure 7.35 also shows that the 
contribution from the outfalls is generally higher that the contributions from the rivers 
within the inner estuary sites (i.e. sites m, q, w), although this difference is not 
significant.
From Figure 7.36, it can be seen that during wet weather conditions the contribution 
of enterococci from both the river and outfall sources are lower than the contributions 
from the bed sediments for spring tides (0-1 OOhr). However, the situation changes 
during neap tides (200-300hr). It can be seen that from Figure 7.36, during neap tide 
cycle, the contribution of enterococci concentrations from the bed sediments becomes 
less significant compared to the contribution from the rivers and outfalls for spring 
tides. The results also show that the contribution from the rivers is generally higher 
than the contributions from the outfall inputs, except at site w. The expected cause 
of this anomaly at site w is thought to be due to this site being very close to the
Doniford Outfall (i.e. site 31 in Figure 7.3), which is a crude discharge from a WwTW
and has high enterococci levels during wet weather conditions.
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Figure 7.35: Comparison of enterococci concentrations at bathing w ater
compliance sites from different loads during dry weather conditions
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Figure 7.36: Comparison of enterococci concentrations at bathing water 
compliance sites from different loads during wet w eather conditions
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7.4.4 Dry and wet weather conditions
The simulation results for dry and wet weather conditions including all the inputs are 
shown in Figures 7.37a-d and 7.38a-d. Figure 7.37 shows the enterococci 
concentration distributions during spring tide cycles and for dry and wet weather 
conditions. It can be seen that the enterococci concentration has a higher peak value 
under wet weather conditions than for dry weather flows, however, the shape of the 
enterococci plumes are quite similar.
Dry weather W et w eatherEnterococci (c!u/100m0
Figure 7.37a: Comparison of enterococci concentration distributions for dry and 
wet weather conditions for mean ebb spring tide
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Figure 7.37b: Comparison of enterococci concentration distributions for dry and
wet weather conditions for low w ater spring tide
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Figure 7.37c: Comparison of enterococci concentration distributions for dry and 
wet weather conditions at mean flood spring tide
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Figure 7.37d: Comparison of enterococci concentration distributions for dry and 
wet weather conditions for high water spring tide
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F ig u re  7 .3 8 a -d  s h o w s  th e  e n te r o c o c c i co n cen tra tio n  d is tr ib u tio n s  d u rin g  n ea p  t id e s  for  
dry and  w e t  w ea th er  c o n d itio n s . It ca n  b e  se e n  that th e  e n te r o c o c c i co n c e n tr a tio n s  
h a v e  a h ig h er  p eak  v a lu e  for  w e t  rather than  d ry  w ea th er  c o n d itio n s . T h e  p lu m e  o f  
e n te r o c o c c i e x te n d e d  further a lo n g  th e  estu ary  u n d er w e t  w ea th er  c o n d it io n s  than  for  
dry w e a th e r  f lo w s .
D r y  w e a t h e r Enterococci (cfU/100ml)■ 200 
n  180 
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F ig u r e  7 .3 8 a :  C o m p a r is o n  o f  e n te r o c o c c i  c o n c e n tr a t io n  d is tr ib u t io n s  f o r  d r y  a n d  
w e t  w e a t h e r  c o n d it io n s  a t  m e a n  f lo o d  n e a p  t id e
Enterococci (c1u/100rri)■ 200 
■ 180
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F ig u r e  7 .3 8 b :  C o m p a r is o n  o f  e n te r o c o c c i  c o n c e n tr a t io n  d is t r ib u t io n s  f o r  d r y  a n d
wet w eather conditions at high w ater neap tide
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F ig u r e  7 .3 8 c: C o m p a r iso n  o f  e n te r o c o c c i c o n c e n tr a t io n  d is tr ib u t io n s  fo r  d r y  a n d  
w e t  w e a th e r  c o n d it io n s  a t  m ea n  e b b  n e a p  t id e
W e t  w e a t h e rD ry  w e a t h e r Enterococci (dU/100 ml)
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F ig u r e  7 .3 8 d : C o m p a r iso n  o f  e n te r o c o c c i c o n c e n tr a t io n  d is tr ib u t io n s  fo r  d r y  a n d  
w e t  w e a th e r  c o n d it io n s  a t  lo w  w a te r  n e a p  tid e
7 .4 .5  E ffe c t  o f  t id a l e n e r g y  s tr u c tu r e s
T he S evern  E stuary h as the  seco n d  h ig h est tidal range in  th e  w o r ld , w h ic h  m a k es  it an  
ideal s ite  for ex tractin g  tidal p o w er  to su p p lem en t the ren ew a b le  en erg y  o b lig a tio n s . 
T he p rop osed  tidal en ergy  structures in  the B risto l C h annel in c lu d e  a  S ev ern  B arrage, 
tidal la g o o n s  and tidal current turbines. A ll  o f  th ese  structures w ill  h a v e  an im pact 
on  the w ater le v e ls  and v e lo c it ie s  in  the estuary  w h ich , in  turn, w il l  a lso  a ffec t  the
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su sp e n d e d  se d im e n t c o n cen tra tio n  d istr ib u tio n s  e tc . C h a n g e s  in  th e  h y d r o d y n a m ic  
ch a ra c ter istic s  m a y  a lso  a ffe c t  a n u m b er o f  w a ter  q u a lity  in d ica to r  le v e ls  w ith in  th e  
estuary . A ls o  th e  e f fe c ts  o f  su c h  stru ctures o n  th e  s e d im e n t e r o s io n  and  d e p o s it io n  
p r o c e s s e s  w i l l  a ffe c t  th e  s e d im e n t re la ted  w a ter  q u a lity  in d ica to rs . T h e  c o n c e p t  o f  a  
barrage a c r o ss  th e  S e v e r n  w a s  first p r o p o se d  in  th e  19 th cen tu ry . A  n u m b er  o f  
d ifferen t c o n fig u r a tio n s  and  lo c a t io n s  h a v e  b e e n  p ro p o se d  fo r  a  S e v e r n  B arrage;  
a m o n g  th e se  p r o p o sa ls  th e  C a rd iff-W esto n  barrage p ro p o sa l, w h ic h  is  b e in g  d r iv en  b y  
th e  S e v e r n  T id al P o w e r  G rou p , is  o n e  o f  th e  m o st  p op u lar  and  th e  lo c a t io n  and  th e  
la y o u t o f  th is  p ro p o sa l is  s h o w n  in  F ig u res  7 .3 9  and  7 .4 0  r e sp ec t iv e ly . H e n c e  in  th is  
stu d y  th e  W e sto n -C a r d iff  S ev ern  B arrage w a s  c h o se n  for co n s id er a tio n . F or o th er  
p r o p o sa ls  th e  sa m e  m eth o d s  w o u ld  b e  u se d  to  stu d y  the  e f fe c ts  o f  th e  p r o p o se d  
barrage o n  th e  h y d r o d y n a m ic  and  so lu te  and  se d im e n t transport p r o c e sse s .
T h e  p resen t a p p ro a ch  to  in c lu d in g  the  e ffe c ts  o f  en erg y  lo s s e s  d u e  to  h y d ra u lic  
structures is  to  ad d  an  a d d itio n a l en erg y  lo s s  d u e  to  b o tto m  fr ic tio n . A t  th e  lo c a t io n  
o f  th e  structures an  a d d itio n a l fo rc e  term  (i.e . a  quadratic fr ic tio n  term ) is  a d d ed  to  th e  
m o m e n tu m  eq u a tio n s , to  rep resen t th e  ex tra  lo s s  o f  e n e r g y  (e .g . D e lf t  3 D  F lo w ) . In  
th is  s tu d y  th e  barrage h a s th erefo re  b e e n  m o d e lle d  as a  c o m b in a tio n  o f  a  m o v a b le  g a te  
and  a  q u ad ratic  fr ic tio n  term  as o u tlin e d  a b o v e . T h e  a d d itio n a l q u ad ratic  fr ic tio n  
term  is  o f  th e  fo l lo w in g  form :
* U U
Momentum loss =  g —----   =  c, - - - - - -  (7 -4 )
Ax " A x
w h er e  chss = th e  e n e r g y  lo s s  c o e ff ic ie n t . T h e  f lo w s  th r o u g h  th e  barrage c a n  
th ere fo re  b e  g iv e n  as:
Q  = M y/2* | (7.5)
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where n = the barrage contraction coefficient, with a value of between 0 and 1.
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Therefore, the energy loss coefficient is expressed in the following form:
T h e  s im u la tio n  resu lts  sh o w n  in  th e  fo llo w in g  grap hs h ig h lig h t  th e  e f fe c ts  o f  th e  
barrage o n  th e  h y d ro d y n a m ic , se d im e n t co n cen tra tio n  and  th e  b a cter ia  le v e ls  in  th e  
S e v e r n  E stu ary  and  B r isto l C h an n el for  sp rin g  t id e s  and  fo r  eb b  g en era tio n  o n ly  
o p era tio n .
It ca n  b e  se e n  fro m  F ig u res  7 .41  and  7 .4 2  that the  currents in  th e  estu a ry  h a v e  b e e n  
red u ced  s ig n if ic a n t ly  d u e  to  th e  e x is te n c e  o f  th e  C a rd iff-W esto n  B arrage. T h is  
red u ctio n  in  th e  p ea k  currents a r ise s  p r im a rily  d u e  to  th e  red u ced  tid a l ra n g e  in  th e  
u pp er part o f  th e  estuary. B o th  th e  co rresp o n d in g  n o n -c o h e s iv e  an d  c o h e s iv e  
se d im e n t co n cen tra tio n s  w e r e  a lso  m u ch  lo w e r  in  th e  estuary , w ith  th e  c o n str u c tio n  o f  
th e  b arrage, and  w ith  the  se d im e n t co n cen tra tio n  d istr ib u tio n s b e in g  sh o w n  in  F ig u res  
7 .4 3  to  7 .4 6 . T h e  e ffe c ts  o n  th e  e n te r o c o c c i le v e ls  are s h o w n  in  F ig u r e s  7 .4 7  and  
7 .4 8 . T h e  e n te r o c o c c i le v e l  w a s  a lso  s ig n if ic a n tly  red u ced  fo l lo w in g  in c lu s io n  o f  th e  
barrage, w ith  th e  m o d e l in c lu d in g  sed im en t-b a c ter ia  in tera ctio n  e f fe c ts .  H o w e v e r , 
w h e n  th e  m o d e l w ith o u t the  sed im en t-b a c ter ia  in tera ctio n  w a s  te s te d , th en  th e  p e a k  
e n te r o c o c c i c o n c e n tr a tio n s  d id  n o t ch a n g e  s ig n if ic a n tly , o n ly  th e  sh a p e  o f  th e  
e n te r o c o c c i p lu m e  w a s  n o te d  to  h a v e  ch a n g ed .
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F ig u r e  7 .41  C u r r e n ts  a t m ea n  e b b  t id e , b o th  w ith o u t  a n d  w ith  th e  b a r r a g e
110 Mites
F ig u r e  7 .4 2  C u r r e n ts  a t m ea n  f lo o d  t id e  b o th  w ith o u t  a n d  w ith  th e  b a r r a g e
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F ig u r e  7 .4 3  N o n -c o h e s iv e  s e d im e n t  c o n c e n tr a t io n s  a t m e a n  e b b  t id e  b o th  w ith o u t  
a n d  w ith  th e  b a r r a g e
10 Mites
F ig u r e  7 .4 4  N o n -c o h e s iv e  se d im e n t  c o n c e n tr a t io n s  a t  m e a n  f lo o d  t id e  b o th  
w ith o u t  a n d  w ith  th e  b a r r a g e
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F ig u r e  7 .4 5  C o h e s iv e  se d im e n t  c o n c e n tr a t io n s  a t  m e a n  e b b  t id e  b o th  w ith o u t  a n d  
w ith  th e  b a r r a g e
F ig u r e  7 .4 6  C o h e s iv e  se d im e n t  c o n c e n tr a t io n s  a t  m e a n  f lo o d  t id e  b o th  w ith o u t  
a n d  w ith  th e  b a r r a g e
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With sedim ent effect without barrage With sedim ent effect with barrage
Without sedim ent effect without barrage W ithout sedim ent effect
F ig u r e  7 .4 7  E n te r o c o c c i c o n c e n tr a t io n s  a t m ea n  flo o d  t id e  b o th  w ith o u t  a n d  w ith  
th e  b a r r a g e  a n d  w ith  a n d  w ith o u t  s e d im e n t-b a c te r ia  in te r a c t io n s
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W ithout sed im ent effect
F ig u r e  7 .4 8  E n te r o c o c c i  c o n c e n tr a t io n s  a t  m e a n  e b b  t id e  b o th  w ith o u t  a n d  w ith  
th e  b a r r a g e  a n d  w ith  a n d  w it h o u t  s e d im e n t -b a c te r ia  in te r a c t io n s
7 .5  S u m m a r y
In th is  chapter the sed im en t-b a c ter ia  in tera ctio n  m o d e l has b een  d e v e lo p ed  and set up 
for the B risto l C h an n el and S e v e r n  Estuary. T h e  h y d ro d y n a m ic  m o d el w a s first 
calibrated  and v a lid a ted  a g a in st  v a r io u s data se ts  and the sed im en t transport m od el 
w a s then  ca librated  a g a in st  f ie ld  data. E n tero co cc i w a s ch o sen  as th e  bacterial 
ind icator organ ism  and  th e  m o d e l w a s  ca lib rated  aga in st m easured  con cen tration s and
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u s in g  e m p ir ica l d e c a y  rate fo rm u la e . A fter  ca lib ra tio n  th e  m o d e l w a s  a p p lied  to  
p red ict th e  e n te r o c o c c i  c o n c e n tr a t io n s  at s e le c te d  b a th in g  w a ter  c o m p lia n c e  s ite s , 
lo ca ted  a lo n g  th e  S e v e r n  E stuary . D iffe r e n t  w ea th er  an d  f lo w  c o n d itio n s  w ere  
c h o s e n  to  in v e s t ig a te  th e  b a c ter ia  d is tr ib u tio n , w ith  s e n s it iv ity  te s ts  b e in g  c o n d u cted  
to  in v e st ig a te  th e  e f f e c t s  o f  th e  in it ia l b e d  b a c ter ia  c o n c e n tr a tio n s  an d  th e  p a rtitio n in g  
c o e ff ic ie n t  v a lu e s  o n  th e  r e c e iv in g  w a te r  c o n c e n tr a tio n  v a lu e s  and  d istr ib u tio n s. T h e  
m o d e l w a s  a lso  r e fin e d  a n d  e x te n d e d  to  in v e s t ig a te  th e  e f fe c ts  o f  a  p r o p o se d  S ev ern  
B arrage o n  th e  h y d r o d y n a m ic , s e d im e n t  tran sp ort an d  b a cter ia l transport p r o c e sse s  in  
th e  S e v e r n  E stuary, w ith  th e  b arrage  b e in g  s h o w n  to  h a v e  a  s ig n if ic a n t  im p a ct o n  a ll 
three  param eters.
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Chapter 8 
Conclusions and Recommendations
8.1 Conclusions
T h ro u g h  th is  stu d y  n u m e r ic a l m o d e ls ,  d e v e lo p e d  w ith in  th e  H y d ro -en v iro n m en ta l  
R esea rch  C entre at C a r d if f  U n iv e r s ity , h a v e  b e e n  r e fin e d  fo r  im p r o v e d  p red ic tio n s  o f  
th e  h y d ro d y n a m ic , s e d im e n t  tran sp ort an d  b a c ter ia l p r o c e s s e s  in  free  su r fa c e  u n stea d y  
flo w . T h e  m a in  o b je c t iv e  o f  th is  s tu d y  w a s  to  im p r o v e  th e  a c c u r a cy  o f  p r e d ic tio n s  o f  
th e  b a cter ia  f lu x e s  in  c o m p le x  e s tu a r in e  f lo w s  an d  p a rticu la r ly  w ith  regard  to  the  
se d im en t-b a c ter ia  in te r a c tio n s . T h e  m a in  p a rticu la r  d e v e lo p m e n ts  in  th is  stu d y  in clu d e:  
se d im e n t-b a c te r ia  in te r a c tio n  p r o c e s s  m o d e ll in g  b y  u s in g  a  d y n a m ic  p a rtitio n  ratio; 
and th e  trea tm en t o f  th e  tu r b u len ce  ter m s u s in g  a  s im p le  tw o  la y er  m ix in g  len g th  
m o d e l.
T h e  trea tm en t o f  th e  tu rb u len ce  ter m s w a s  te s te d  a g a in s t  e x p e r im e n ta l d ata  c o lle c te d  
in  th e  laboratory. A n a ly t ic a l s o lu t io n s  fo r  th e  s e d im e n t-b a c te r ia  in tera ctio n s , under  
s te a d y  and  u n ifo rm  f lo w  c o n d it io n s , an d  p u b lis h e d  f ie ld  e x p e r im e n ta l data  w ere  u sed  
to  tes t  th e  se d im e n t-b a c te r ia  in te r a c tio n  m o d e l. T h e  s e d im e n t  transp ort m o d e l w a s  
a lso  te s te d  a g a in st  p u b lish e d  e x p e r im e n ta l data . A fte r  te s t in g  a ll o f  th e se  re fin em en ts  
a g a in st k n o w n  data , th e  m o d e ls  w e r e  th e n  a p p lie d  to  a  real estu ary , n a m e ly  th e  S ev ern  
Estuary, in  the  U K .
T h e  m a in  c o n c lu s io n s  a n d  f in d in g s  fro m  th is  stu d y  ca n  b e  su m m a r ised  as  fo llo w s :
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•  F or th e  m a in  h y d r o d y n a m ic  m o d e l re fin e m e n t, a  r e la t iv e ly  s im p le  tu rb u len ce  
m o d e l w a s  u se d  to  p r e d ic t  th e  c o m p le x  th r ee -d im e n sio n a l f lo w  structure in  a  
f lu m e  w ith  s im u la te d  v e g e ta t io n . T h is  w a s  th o u g h t to  b e  a  se v er e  te s t  o f  the  
m o d e l an d  th e  im p r o v e d  a c c u r a c y  w o u ld  e n a b le  s im p le r  and  c o m p u ta tio n a lly  
ch ea p er  th r e e -d im e n s io n a l f lo w  s im u la tio n s  fo r  real e stu a r ie s . In p r e v io u s  stu d ies  
o n  v e g e ta te d  f lo w  m o d e ll in g , tw o -e q u a t io n  tu rb u len ce  m o d e ls , su c h  as the  
k - e m o d e l, w e r e  n o r m a lly  u se d . H o w e v e r , ex tra  c o m p u tin g  c o s ts  w e r e  n eed ed  
d u e to  tw o  ex tra  p artia l d iffe r e n tia l e q u a t io n s  n e e d in g  to  b e  s o lv e d  an d  as  w e ll  as  
the  a d d itio n a l e m p ir ica l c o e f f ic ie n t s  in  th e se  e q u a t io n s  in c lu d e d  w h ic h  h a v e  n ot  
b een  e v a lu a te d  fo r  su c h  f lo w  c o n d it io n s . T h e  m a in  p u r p o se  o f  th is  part o f  the  
stu d y  w a s  th ere fo re  to  try  a n d  a c q u ir e  a ccu ra te  v e lo c i ty  p r o f ile s  w ith o u t th e  n eed  
for  m o re  a d v a n c e d  tw o -e q u a t io n  tu r b u le n c e  m o d e ls ,  a lso  req u ir in g  v a lu e s  for  
m a n y  u n k n o w n  c o e f f ic ie n ts .  A  s im p le  tw o  la y e r  m ix in g  le n g th  m o d e l w a s  
in c lu d ed  in  th e  th r e e -d im e n s io n a l m o d e l. T h e  c o r re sp o n d in g  p red ic ted  resu lts  
w e r e  co m p a red  w ith  la b o ra to ry  d a ta  an d  v e r y  g o o d  a g r e e m e n ts  b e tw e e n  b o th  se ts  
o f  r e su lts  w e r e  o b ta in ed . T h e  r e su lts  s h o w e d  th a t th e  s im p le  m ix in g  len g th  m o d e l 
g a v e  accu rate  c o m p le x  v e lo c i ty  p r o f ile  p r e d ic t io n s  w ith  th e  a d v a n ta g e  o f  
req u ir in g  l im ite d  c o e f f ic ie n t  data . T h is  r e su lt  s h o w s  that c o m p le x  
th r ee -d im e n sio n a l v e lo c i ty  p r o f ile  c a n  b e  a c c u r a te ly  p r e d ic te d  u s in g  s im p le  
tu rb u len ce  m o d e l and  th is  tu r b u le n c e  m o d e l w a s  th e n  u se d  th ro u g h o u t th e  
rem a in in g  stu d ie s .
•  F or th e  b a cter ia l p r o c e s s  m o d e ll in g  s tu d y , a  tra d itio n a l c o n sta n t d e c a y  rate is  
g e n e r a lly  a s s u m e d  in  n u m e r ic a l m o d e ls  w id e ly  u se d  fo r  h y d ro -en v iro n m en ta l  
c o a sta l and  e s tu a r in e  s tu d ie s . E x te n s iv e  f ie ld  d ata  ta k en  fo r  th is  stu d y  s h o w s  that
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th e  fa ec a l b a c ter ia  d e c a y  rate is  a  fu n c tio n  o f  th e  lig h t  in te n s ity  and  tu rb id ity  
(S ta p le to n  e t a l 2 0 0 7 ) .  T h e  curren t h y d r o -e n v ir o n m e n ta l m o d e l w a s  re fin ed  to  
in c lu d e  a  d y n a m ic  d e c a y  fo r  b a cter ia , w ith  th e  rate b e in g  d e p e n d e n t o n  v a r ia tio n s  
in  lig h t and  tu rb id ity . F o r m u la t io n s  d e v e lo p e d  th ro u g h  ea r lier  s tu d ie s  w ere  
in c lu d ed  in  th e  cu rren t n u m e r ic a l m o d e l. T h e  m o d e l p r e d ic t io n s  w e r e  th en  tested  
a g a in st  f ie ld  d ata  w ith  g o o d  a g r e e m e n t  b e in g  o b ta in ed . T h e  r esu lts  sh o w e d  that 
th e  p red icted  c o n c e n tr a t io n s  w e r e  h ig h ly  d e p e n d e n t  u p o n  th e se  param eters and  
th e  m o d e l g a v e  e x c e l le n t  c o m p a r is o n s  w ith  f ie ld  d a ta  fo r  S e v e r n  E stuary .
•  S e d im e n t is  an  im p o rta n t m e a n s  o f  tran sp ort o f  b a cter ia . B a c te r ia  c a n  b e  ab sorb ed  
o n to  b ed  or su sp e n d e d  s e d im e n t  an d  th e n  tra n sp o rted  w ith  th e  se d im e n ts  v ia  
er o s io n , d e p o s it io n  an d  p a r tit io n in g . T h e  b a c ter ia  c a n  th e n  b e  d e so r b e d  b a ck  from  
th e  s e d im e n t in to  th e  w a te r  c o lu m n . F u rth er  r e f in e m e n ts  to  th e  rep resen ta tio n  o f  
th e  transport o f  b a c ter ia  th r o u g h  th e  f lo w  f ie ld  h a v e  b e e n  in c lu d e d  in  th e  m o d e l  
b y  th e  n o v e l  a d d itio n  o f  th e  in te r a c tio n  o f  b a c ter ia  w ith  th e  se d im e n ts . T h e  
d e p o s it io n  an d  r e -s u s p e n s io n  o f  s e d im e n t  a b so r b e d  b a c ter ia  w e r e  ta k en  in to  
a c c o u n t b y  p a r titio n in g  th e  to ta l b a c ter ia  in to  th e ir  f r e e - l iv in g  and  a ttach ed  p h a ses , 
u s in g  a  d y n a m ic  p a r tit io n in g  ra tio , r e la te d  to  th e  su sp e n d e d  sed im en t  
c o n cen tra tio n s. T h e  n o v e l  m e th o d  u s e d  in  th is  s tu d y  to  in v o lv e  th e  r e -su sp e n s io n  
an d  d e p o s it io n  o f  th e  a b so r b e d  b a c ter ia  w ith  s e d im e n ts  h a s  b e e n  te s te d  a g a in st  
a n a ly tica l s o lu t io n s  fo r  s te a d y  u n ifo r m  f lo w  c o n d it io n s , p u b lish e d  f ie ld  
ex p er im en ta l d ata  a n d  f ie ld  d ata  a c q u ir ed  fo r  th e  S e v e r n  E stuary . A ll  o f  th e  
c o m p a r iso n s  h a v e  s h o w n  v e r y  g o o d  a g r e e m e n t b e tw e e n  th e  p red ic ted  and  th e  data. 
T h e  m o d e ls  w e r e  th e n  a p p lie d  to  a n  id e a lis e d  c a s e  an d  to  th e  S ev ern  E stuary. 
F rom  th e  m o d e l  a p p lic a t io n  r e su lts  it w a s  fo u n d  th at th e  s e d im e n t transport p la y s
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a s ig n if ic a n t  ro le  in  c o n tr o llin g  th e  fa te  and  tran sp ort o f  b a cter ia  in  su r fa ce  w a ters  
and  ap p aren tly  e f fe c ts  th e  w a ter  c o lu m n  b a cter ia  c o n c e n tr a t io n s . T h e  m eth o d  
u se d  ca n  b e  e x te n d e d  to  m o d e llin g  o th er se d im e n t re la ted  w a te r  q u a lity  in d ica to rs  
an d  su c h  stu d ies  are cu rren tly  o n -g o in g .
•  T h e  s ig n if ic a n c e  o f  d ifferen t so u r c es  o f  b a c ter ia  fo r  b o th  dry and  w e t  w ea th er  w a s  
a lso  in v e st ig a te d . It w a s  fo u n d  that d u r in g  d iffe r e n t  w e a th e r  c o n d itio n s  th e  
s ig n if ic a n c e  o f  th e  b a cter ia  so u r c es  w e r e  v e r y  d iffe r en t. T h e  s ig n if ic a n c e  o f  th e  
so u rce  w a s  a lso  v e r y  d ifferen t d u rin g  d iffe r e n t  p h a s e s  o f  th e  tid e . D u r in g  sp rin g  
tid e , the b acter ia  in put from  the b ed  se d im e n ts  a s  d o m in a n t fo r  b o th  w e t  and dry  
w ea th er  c o n d itio n s . H o w e v e r  th e  im p a c t o f  th e  in p u t fro m  th e  r iv ers  and  o u tfa lls  
w a s  m u ch  m o re  s ig n if ic a n t  d u rin g  w e t  w e a th e r  c o n d it io n s . D u r in g  n ea p  t id e s  and  
d uring  dry w ea th er  c o n d it io n s  th e  in p u ts  o f  b a c ter ia  fr o m  th e  b e d  se d im e n t w ere  
still d o m in a n t, b u t d u rin g  w e t  w e a th e r  c o n d it io n s  th e  in p u ts  fro m  river  w e r e  
d o m in a n t.
•  F ro m  th e  a p p lica t io n  o f  th e  m o d e l to  th e  S e v e r n  E stu a ry  it w a s  o b se r v e d  that the  
w ea th er  c o n d it io n s  p la y e d  an  im p ortan t r o le  in  th e  d is tr ib u tio n  o f  b a cter ia  a lo n g  
th e  estuary . It w a s  o b se r v e d  that fo r  sp r in g  t id e s  th e  b a c ter ia  co n c e n tr a tio n s  h a v e  
a h ig h e r  p ea k  v a lu e  d u rin g  w e t  w e a th e r  c o n d it io n s  th a n  fo r  d ry  w ea th er  f lo w s .  
H o w e v e r , th e  sh a p e  o f  th e  b a c ter ia  d is tr ib u tio n  p lu m e s  w a s  q u ite  sim ilar. It w a s  
a lso  o b se r v ed  th at d u r in g  n e a p  t id e s  th e  b a c ter ia  c o n c e n tr a tio n s  h ad  a  h ig h er  p ea k  
v a lu e  fo r  w e t  w e a th e r  c o n d it io n s  th a n  dry  w e a th e r  c o n d it io n s  and  th e  b acteria  
p lu m e  e x te n d e d  further a lo n g  th e  e stu a ry  u n d er  w e t  w e a th e r  c o n d itio n s  than  for  
dry w e a th e r  f lo w s .  T h is  d iffe r e n c e  b e tw e e n  c o n c e n tr a tio n  p r e d ic t io n s  fo r  spring
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and  n ea p  t id e s  w a s  g e n e r a te d  th ro u g h  th e  se d im e n t in p u ts . D u rin g  sp r in g  t id e s  the  
b a cter ia  in p u t fro m  th e  b e d  s e d im e n ts  d u e  to  th e  r e -su sp e n s io n  o f  se d im e n ts  w a s  
d o m in a n t fo r  a ll v a lu e s  o f  th e  b a c ter ia  d istr ib u tio n s , so  th e  d istr ib u tio n  o f  the  
ba cter ia  are h ig h ly  re la ted  to  th e  s e d im e n t  d istr ib u tio n . H o w e v e r  d u rin g  n eap  
t id e s  th e  in p u t o f  b a c ter ia  fro m  r iv er  a n d  o u tfa lls  are d o m in a n t.
•  T h e  s ig n if ic a n c e  o f  th e  s e d im e n t  e f f e c t s  o n  b a c ter ia  tran sp ort w e r e  a lso  fo u n d  to  
vary  fo r  d ifferen t f lo w  c o n d it io n s . B o th  th e  p a r tit io n in g  c o e f f ic ie n t  and  th e  in itia l 
b ed  b acter ia  c o n c e n tr a t io n s  c o n tr ib u te d  s ig n if ic a n t ly  d u r in g  sp r in g  t id e s , h a v in g  a  
le s s  but s t ill  s ig n if ic a n t  r o le  d u r in g  n e a p  t id e .
•  F rom  th e  m o d e l a p p lic a t io n  r e su lts  fo r  b o th  th e  id e a liz e d  c a s e s  an d  th e  real 
estu a ry  stu dy, it ca n  b e  s e e n  that s e d im e n t  tran sp ort p la y s  a  v e r y  im p ortan t r o le  in  
p red ic tin g  th e  fa te  a n d  tran sp ort o f  b a c ter ia  in  su r fa c e  w a te r s . U n d e r  d ifferen t  
f lo w  c o n d it io n s  s o m e  p a ra m eters  h a d  a  m o r e  s ig n if ic a n t  r o le  th a n  o th ers. D u rin g  
h ig h  f lo w  c o n d it io n s  th e  se d im e n t  r e -s u s p e n s io n s  p r o c e s s e s  w e r e  d om in an t, 
th ere fo re  th e  b e d  b a cter ia  c o n c e n tr a tio n s  p la y e d  a  d o m in a n t r o le  o n  th e  o v e r  all 
b a cter ia  c o n c e n tr a tio n  le v e ls  in  th e  w a te r  c o lu m n . In co n tra st, d u rin g  lo w  f lo w  
c o n d it io n s  s e d im e n t d e p o s it io n  p r e v a ils  an d  b a c ter ia  are r e m o v e d  fro m  the w ater  
c o lu m n . T h e  p a rtitio n  c o e f f ic ie n t  w a s  fo u n d  to  b e  m o re  im p ortan t than  th e  b ed  
b a cter ia  c o n c e n tr a tio n s , d u r in g  lo w  f lo w  c o n d it io n s .
•  T h e  a n a ly tic a l s o lu t io n s  fo r  th e  se d im e n t-b a c te r ia  in tera c tio n  p r o c e s s e s  w ere  
d er iv ed  fo r  s te a d y  u n ifo r m  f lo w  c o n d it io n s  and  w e r e  u se d  to  test the  
se d im e n t-b a c te r ia  in te r a c tio n  m o d e l. A s  sta ted  p r e v io u s ly  th e  p red icted  and
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a n a ly tica l c o n c e n tr a tio n s  sh o w e d  v e r y  g o o d  a g r e em e n ts . T h e se  a n a ly tica l  
so lu tio n s  ca n  th erefo re  b e  u se d  to  test o th er  s e d im e n t  re la ted  w a ter  q u a lity  
in d ica to r  m o d e ls  d ir ec tly  or w ith  lim ite d  m o d if ic a t io n .
•  T h e  n u m er ica l m o d e l w a s  f in a lly  u se d  to  in v e s t ig a te  th e  im p a ct o f  th e  p r o p o se d  
C a r d if f -W e s to n  tid a l barrage (o r  th e  ‘S e v e r n  B a r r a g e ’) o n  th e  cu rren ts, se d im e n t  
tran sport an d  b acteria l p r o c e sse s  w ith in  th e  S e v e r n  E stuary. T h e  resu lts  s h o w e d  
that th e  barrage w o u ld  red u ce  th e  cu rren ts , a s  w e l l  a s  s ig n if ic a n t ly  red u c in g  th e  
su sp en d ed  se d im e n t c o n c e n tr a tio n s  a n d  b a c ter ia  c o n c e n tr a tio n  le v e ls  in  the  
estuary. T h e  m o d e l resu lts  h ig h lig h te d  th e  im p o r ta n c e  a n d  n e c e s s ity  in  u s in g  a  
sed im e n t-b a c te r ia  m o d e l to  in v e s t ig a te  th e  e f f e c t s  o f  th e  barrage o n  th e  b a s in ’s  
h y d ro d y n a m ic , se d im e n t tran sport a n d  b a c ter ia l l e v e ls .  T h e  b arrage w i l l  a f fe c t  the  
se d im e n t transport p r o c e s s e s  d r a m a tic a lly  w h ic h  in  turn w i l l  a f fe c t  th e  se d im e n t  
re la ted  b a cter ia  le v e ls .  T h is  la tter f in d in g  w o u ld  n o t  b e  fo u n d  in  u s in g  
c o n v e n t io n a l m o d e ls  w h er e  th e  se d im e n t-b a c te r ia  in te r a c tio n  are g e n e r a lly  n o t  
in c lu d ed .
8.2 Recommendations for Further Study
F o llo w in g  o n  fro m  th e  s tu d ie s  rep orted  h e r e in  a  n u m b e r  o f  fu tu re  re sea rch  stu d ie s  are  
r e c o m m e n d e d  and  p articu la r ly  in  th e  c o n te x t  o f  b a c ter ia  m o d e lin g . T h ese  
r e co m m e n d a tio n s  are su m m a r ise d  b e lo w :
•  In th e  s tu d ie s  rep o rted  h e r e in  th e  fa te  a n d  tran sp ort o f  b a cter ia  th ro u g h  b ed  
se d im e n t h a s o n ly  b e e n  c o n s id e r e d  fo r  a  w e l l  m ix e d  s in g le  layer , and  th e  
g e o m e c h a n ic a l p r o c e s s e s  in  th e  b e d  se d im e n ts  h a v e  b e e n  ig n o red . T h is
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a ssu m p tio n  is  th o u g h t to  b e  r e a so n a b le  i f  th e  tran sp ort o f  b a cter ia  is  o n ly  
sim u la ted  for a short t im e  p er io d . H o w e v e r , i f  lo n g  term  fa te  and  transport 
p r o c e sse s  o f  b a cter ia  are c o n s id er e d , th en  th e  g e o m e c h a n ic a l p r o c e s s e s  w ith in  th e  
b ed  se d im e n ts  n e e d  to  b e  ta k en  in to  a cco u n t. In teg ra tin g  th e  fa te  and  tran sp ort o f  
b a cter ia  w ith  a  m o r p h o lo g ic a l m o d e l to  in v e s t ig a te  th e  lo n g  term  fa te  and  
transport o f  b a cter ia  in  th e  b ed  se d im e n t, to g e th e r  w ith  d y n a m ic  d e c a y  rate w o u ld  
p r o v id e  a  m o re  accu rate p red ic tio n  o f  th e  lo n g  term  b e h a v io u r  o f  estu a r in e  sy s te m  
to  b a cter ia l inp uts.
•  T h e rep resen ta tio n  o f  d e c a y  rate fo r  b a c ter ia  w ith in  th e  b e d  se d im e n ts  c o u ld  b e  
im p ro v ed  th rou gh  m o re  b io -c h e m ic a l  s tu d ie s  c o n d u c te d  u n d er c o n tro lled  
laboratory  c o n d itio n s . T h e  d e c a y  rate in  b e d  s e d im e n t  h a s  b e e n  fo u n d  to  b e  m u ch  
sm a ller  than  that in  the  w a ter  c o lu m n , b u t l it t le  is  s t ill  k n o w n  a b o u t th is  param eter. 
S o m e  resea rch ers h a v e  e v e n  fo u n d  that g r o w th  o f  fa e c a l b a c ter ia  c a n  o c c u r  in  th e  
b ed  se d im e n t. H e n c e , m o re  lab oratory  an d  f ie ld  s tu d ie s  n e e d  to  b e  u n d ertak en  to  
d eterm in e  the  d e c a y  or g r o w th  rate o f  fa e c a l b a c te r ia  in  th e  b e d  se d im e n ts .
•  A u er  and  N ie h a u s  (1 9 9 3 )  in d ica ted  that fro m  th e ir  e x p e r im e n ts  9 0 .5 %  o f  the  
fa e c a l c o lifo r m  b a cter ia  w e r e  fo u n d  to  b e  a s s o c ia te d  w ith  sm a ll p a r tic les  ( < 1 0 fim) 
and 9 .5 %  w e r e  a s so c ia te d  w ith  larger p a r tic le s  ( > 1 0 jim).  G a n n o n  ( 1 9 8 3 )  fo u n d  a  
s im ila r  trend . T h is  r e sea rch  in d ic a te s  th a t b a c ter ia  h a v e  a  p r e fe r e n c e  for  a ttach in g  
to  sm a ller  s iz e d  p a r tic le s  rather th a n  larger  p a r tic le s . T h e  s iz e  o f  th e  se d im e n t  
p a rtic les  w a s  n o t  c o n s id e r e d  in  th e  cu rren t s tu d y  d u rin g  th e  a tta ch m en t p h a se , i.e . 
it w a s  a s su m e d  th a t th e  fa e c a l b a c ter ia  w e r e  a d so rb ed  e q u a lly  to  a ll s iz e  o f  
p a rtic les . T h er e fo re  id e a lly  th e  m o d e l n e e d s  to  b e  re fin ed  further to  c o n s id er  th e
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e ffe c t  o f  d ifferen t se d im e n t  s iz e s  o n  th e  b acteria l le v e ls  in  th e  s e d im e n ts  and  th eir  
co rresp o n d in g  transp ort th rou gh  th e  w a ter  c o lu m n . T h is  req u ire  th e  se d im e n t  
transp ort m o d e l to  h a v e  th e  c a p a b ility  to  p r e d ic tin g  s im u lta n e o u s ly  th e  se d im e n t  
transp ort p r o c e sse s  for  sed im en ta ry  b e d s  w ith  a  ran ge  o f  p a rtic le  s iz e .
•  In th is  study, th e  d iffu se  so u r c es  w e r e  fir st q u a n tifie d  and  th en  u se d  as  in p u ts  
in tro d u ced  in to  th e  fa ec a l b acter ia  tran sp ort m o d e l.  T h is  rep resen ta tio n  ca n  n o t  
in v o lv e  th e  e f fe c t  o f  c h a n g e s  to  th e  d if fu s e  so u r c e  d irec tly , su c h  as lan d  u se  
c h a n g e s  e f fe c ts  o n  th e  su rfa ce  w ater  q u a lity . H e n c e  an  in teg ra ted  lan d  u se  m o d e l  
to g eth er  w ith  a  su rfa ce  w ater  q u a lity  m o d e l w o u ld  p r o v id e  an  e f fe c t iv e  to o l for  
in v e st ig a tin g  th e  d iffu se  e f fe c ts  o f  d iffu se  so u r c e s  o n  su r fa c e  w a ter  q uality .
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